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[From Elizabeth Gwillim to her Mother, Esther Symonds, January 23, 1802] 

 
(1) 

Madras 
My dear Mother, Gardens Jan[uary] 23d: 1802 

I received six letters from Hetty written in May which is the only account I have had from 
England since we left it. Those letters were written in great haste but were a very pleasant relief 
to me as it appeared you were recovered from the illness you had when I went away - It was the 
greatest surprize to us to learn that she had not then lain in I trust in God she had a good time 
but it is very long to wait to hear of an event which was so near. It is now eight months since 
those letters were written. I wish we were as well off for private intelligence as we are for Publick 
The Newspapers come here over land & we have had them constantly at four months after their 
date which considering the distance & that when the World is at peace we may have them still 
quicker is a great matter. The time of our arrival in this place was unfavourable to us in one 
respect to hearing from or writing to our friends & I dare say long before this comes to your hand 
you will have thought it strange not to have heard. But besides that the season has not 
permitted us to write for some time, some accidents which prevented ships from calling here on 
their [word crossed out] voyages to England have been (2) I left this blank in a mistake being 
interrupted (3) one was stayed detained on some occasion & another which was to have taken 
up Passengers here in November & by which many made up Packets to send - was after all 
obliged to go another course for fear of some Privateers. which These Privateers were soon 
after taken.  - I wrote as we all did to you by the Thurlow. & from that time to this we 
have been constantly told to prepare letters, but so many disappointments have followed all the 
promises that nobody is inclined to begin & I think it likely enough that the first ship that calls will 
find nobody prepared. I am however so desirous that you should know something of our going 
on that in spite of the small hopes I have I am determined to begin. - The months of Nov[ember] 
Dec[ember] & January are what is called here the [words crossed out] Monsoon, that is the 
rainy season. The surf of the sea is very great on this Coast & therefore during this Period it is 
thought unsafe for any Vessels to lye [sic] near the Coast. For this reason at the 
commencement of the Monsoon the flag is struck, & not set up again till it is over, to indicate 
that no ships are to remain in the Harbour or Roads nor to come into it. As great numbers of 
Vessels of different sorts are constantly lying here, [word crossed out] at other times This 
circumstance of itself gives the natives & Settlers a Melancholy idea. Indeed it produces a great 
change in the (4) appearance of the Beech [sic] which generally presents a most lively busy 
scene. The Country ships that is the Coasting Vessels have begun to come in & with a few 
ships of War we have near a Hundred; but these make but little shew. When we came the 



Roads were crowded with ships of a large size, & we expect every day to see them again in the 
same state, and for nine months in the year frequent opportunities will occur of writing, There 
are so many things you will be likely to wish to know of this place that I believe it matters not 
which I begin with as we have now been here 6 months you will expect to hear somthing [sic] of 
the Climate. When we first landed 26th: of July we had land winds with Sea Breezes in an 
Evening, but it was thought late for the Land winds to continue. The Natives count the season of 
the Land Winds a healthy time & I believe it may be so to all people who are careful & patient 
they prevail April, May, June & July. This wind is a strong breeze & in the degree we had then 
very pleasant to me at first but we soon found the effects they are said to produce, sometimes 
the one & sometimes the other They give sometimes [word crossed out] people a dryness of the 
skin as if sand had been blown on it, & I found it impossible to keep my hair from curling to a 
[word crossed out] perfect frizz, at other times as it blows over you it draws out so great a 
profusion of perspiration that you get your clothes quite wet (5) but what is remarkable is that 
this wind which is in itself so hot makes every thing else cold, of course this sweat is as cold as 
Ice, & what is the consequence of being in cold water may be easily guessed it gives cramps in 
the legs [word crossed out] spasms in the back & neck, & young men who go to sleep in liquor, 
in the open air, which from impatience & fool-hardiness they frequently will, get occasionally 
such cramps & spasms as are never cured. This effect of producing sweat is most common in 
sleep & therefore all prudent people shut up the windows on that side whence this wind blows & 
in day time close the Venetians to keep out the light which is the best way of keeping out the 
heat. The Sea breeze generally sets in of an Evening and is which is delightfully refreshing. We 
none of us found any bad effects. In September & October the heat of the Climate is 
considerably abated but they told us we shou'd suffer much from the flies which wou'd swarm in 
every thing but I found the account much beyond the truth. The trees plants & the air are all 
extremely free from insects, but they come to the candles in an evening, they are chiefly the 
common small black fly but these I never saw more numerous [word crossed out] here than at 
Brompton, there are no Blue bottles or Wasps nor any stingers, there are small moths of various 
kinds (6) from an almost invisible size to the bigness of a sixpence, a few small things of the 
Lady-fly kind of different colours, but very rarely any beetle that is large comes into the house. 
The Grasshoppers are the most impertinent & they are of all sizes & colours [word crossed out] 
but 'tho' very pretty their noise is extremely troublesome & sometimes when they hop upon 
one's arms or face one is not quite sure that it is not a more offensive insect, a fright however 
soon over, for they are too busy a race to remain long in a place & I believe few people are 
afraid of or have much dislike to them. one other tribe we have that come occasionally to the 
candles & these are very curious. They are the white ant which in their first state burough [sic] in 
the ground to the quantity of bushels, in this state when found and they are watched for, they 
are dug up & sold in the Bazer [sic] (market) as we sell elvers or shrimps - They are esteemed a 
great delicacy, & all the people of the country are very fond of them for stews. They A nest of 
them as you may suppose frequently gets to a state of perfection & come out unobserved & 
they then fly about as other insects do They are said to have their wings only one day; but what 
truth may be in this I cannot say, but this I have observed that tho' they fly into the rooms in 
hundreds they all leave their wings behind them but walk off (7) without them perfectly (to all 
appearance) as well as ever. They generally alight & run about the table seldom using their 



wings more than to obtain a place to walk on, & in walking they shed their wings, just as the 
petals wou'd shake off a bunch of May flowers - I cou'd get a paperful of these wings which are 
thin & brown. This is a sketch of the insect [drawing of insect] - These are I have now given you 
a list of our anoyances [sic] in the insect way & I suppose I shall have no occasion to add to 
them as Sep[tember] & Oct[ober] are the months in which they come, In Nov[ember] they all 
disappeared & even the grasshoppers are much quieter - In these months, the air is generally 
cooler but not so fine a sea breeze at night we have too occasionally heavy showers of rain 
which gives a freshness to every thing & makes the day very pleasant. We have had only one 
thunder storm since I came here which was at this time. I do not think it was more violent than I 
have seen in England, but it lasted great part of the night. No accident happened that we heard 
of Lightening [sic] seldom does harm in these hot countries. Before the Monsoon it Lightened 
every night as soon as it was dark the sun set. The clouds have the most fantastick [sic] forms & 
the lightening [sic] shoots from different parts of the Sky in the most beautiful manner. It is 
perfectly harmless & therefore even I look at it with the greatest pleasure, indeed we are so 
much used to it in going about from house to house of an evening (8) that I look upon the sight 
of it as great part of the pleasure & if the lightening [sic] has not been bright I feel as much 
disappointed as if the I do in England if the sun has not set finely. One Evening at a Ball at Lord 
Clive's where there are very large Glass Lusters, the Lightening shooting through the windows 
upon the cut glass lighted, up as they were, with the Dancers under them produced one of the 
finest effects I ever saw. -- 

In November the Monsoon begins, & every body rejoiced that the weather wou'd, after 
the rain become cool; but tho' it disagreed with few Europeans [words crossed out] I was much 
disappointed The rain is heavier than your's in the same season & with it little abatement of 
heat, at least not enough to induce one to shut one self up or to put on additional cloathing [sic] 
both which ought to be done, for the rain with the heat makes the damps [sic] so penetrating 
that every place is full of it, it is exactly the effect of a very sudden hot thaw & gave me the same 
feeling & the same complaints I have in England when a great frost breaks up violently. - I got a 
crick in my neck & rheumatick [sic] stitches in my breast exactly the same as your's & I was 
plagued with them at every turn till I found myself obliged to take to all my English cloaths [sic] 
again. My flannel Peticoat & Jacket a Shawl to go out in & a good Blanket on the bed & had I 
been aware to have done (9) [word crossed out] this earlier I shou'd have saved myself much 
pains - Flannel is most valuable here - The Natives beg, buy & steal it. Even Mr: Gwillim sleeps 
in a flannel waistcoat: The seasons in this place hitherto are exactly like England with the 
difference of the degree of heat - The changes are very similar & with regard to the absolute 
degree of heat one's feelings are not to be regulated by that; for when the pores are so open as 
they are here the least check has the same effect as very [word crossed out] cold weather 
wou'd have at another time. Nov[ember] Dec[ember] brings here exactly the same effects as in 
England, People who are Gouty are laid up here as duly at the end of Oct[ober] & beginning of 
Nov[ember] as they are in England & it continues in the same way. All the Servants & people 
exposed get coughs also, & for two months our servants have been coughing quite as much as 
every I heard a family in my life. I do not believe there were at one time two in ten that had not a 
cold or cough. - They call what we have had a very mild Monsoon & I think it must, we had 
heavy rains sometimes for two days & nights without ceasing but no wind of consequence 



enough to call a storm nor any thunder but and the ships might have staid [sic] here all the 
Monsoon with great safety: but this is not to be relied on [word crossed out] accidents have 
happened. Between the rains are generally 4 or 5 of the sweetest days that can be imagined & 
then again 2 or 3 days of rain. This is the great Gardening time, and as the rains of the spring & 
the return of the sun warms your climate gives you in England (10) the sweet temparament [sic] 
of May & June, so here by the rains & the retiring of the Sun we are cooled to the same state & 
the latter half of Dec[ember] & this month are like one of the finest seasons in May & June - 
whatever of the plants we have, which cultivated in England [word crossed out] either flower, or 
are fit for food - in June are ready here at this time. Christmas day is kept exactly like May day & 
every house & ever person is dressed with Garlands of flowers [words crossed out] boughs are 
fixed to the entrances of the houses, & people entertain their friends with green peas. French 
beans are here always all the year & are very good, of our kind: but their hedges are all full of a 
wild sort, or indeed, sorts, for there are several, little inferiour [sic] to our's, & tho' to be had all 
the year are now more abundant: They climb up every tree & bower over the hedges which are 
covered with the profusion of their flowers - sometimes white but more frequently pink or laylock 
[sic] & very beautiful. These beans are some of them shelled & boilled [sic] as broad beans & 
are not bad - others are used as we use our's but they are as broad as two fingers but however 
they cut them [word crossed out] as small & they are so much alike that I eat them several times 
without knowing nor shou'd I have known if I had not been told - but I thought them drier more 
meally - We have Potatoes only half the year, the New Potatoes are just come in they do not 
grow here but are brought from the Northward. - 

I have eaten Asparagus (11) several times but they are miserable small straws They are 
very sweet & wou'd no doubt as a few do occasionaly [sic] grow to a good size but they have 
been but lately introduced. Turnips & carrots are always to be had but they are small, the 
Cabbages are chiefly what we call cutters or cabbage plants but people who attend to their own 
gardens have cabbage but no broccoli or calli Cauliflower The Endive is large & as white as 
snow, beet root small Lettuces small, Mustard, cresses, Radishes, mint in great abundance 
[word crossed out] onions, cucumbers, & spinach, sage also is good - and Parsley grows very 
well but the seed ought to be fresh from England at every opportunity for the seed will not do a 
second time - It is excellent the first time but the second it becomes like Chervil & after two or 
three times as rank as fennel the seed I brought out wou'd not grow it got damp by some 
means, but a Genn [Gentleman] who came in the same Fleet brought some & I have had 
parsley from him & he has given me a bed ful [sic] of roots which do well - As the Parsley 
becomes fennel so the fennel gets as strong as anniced [sic]. - Thyme & Marjorem [sic] I have 
not seen & lost what I brought out dried - Here are an infinite number of vegetables of this 
country of some of which I am fond - Yams a large coarse kind of Potato & a very small sweet 
potato like frost bitten ones. - Greens & Sorrels of several sorts but what the natives chiefly use 
are the seed vessels of plants - almost all the plants & trees of the country are of the pea or 
bean shaped flower & yield produce Pods of various forms & these they use in their stews either 
shelled or young. The Tamirind [sic] is a large tree of this kind & is [word crossed out] as 
agreeable to them as any other (12) bean for they generally put lime juice into them or the acid 
of tamarinds. They [have] several things of the Cucumber & Gourd kind which are excellent 
stewed - & some other seed vessels. - As the Hedges & trees yield them so many things you 



may suppose their labour in gardening is not much - but they keep their beds neat enough for 
some few greens. Their Gardens look more like shrubberies with these flowering trees, which 
blow like laburnums & the bladder Senna, but some are very handsome which you have not 
seen & all blow profusely & have the lightest foliage waving in the air. - This country is now 
truely [sic] beautiful here is no spot uncultivated but is either used for Cocoa nut groves, mango 
groves, (or Orchards, you wou'd call them), - pleasure grounds, gardens or Rice fields - The 
Rice looks exactly like thick crops of wheat & as yet I shou'd not have known it without plucking 
it, it is at present green - some [c]rops of Millet are cut in & some other small grains - 

The Sea is a fine object on one side & on the others there are fine hills two ranges of 
hills, the first begins 7 miles from the Sea the houses are on the plain of this space & the Rice 
fields & towns intermixed - The roads are cut into so many directions & windings to the 
innumerable houses & villages that I have as yet not the least notion of the plan of it & the 
servants tell me "If my Mistress every day go out for one year she will every day see some new 
road". - I therefore when I go out in the Carriage tell them to take us anywhere for a pretty ride & 
sweet scenes we see as can be on a (13) flat country - The houses are all beautiful Palaces of 
white marble embosemed [sic] in lofty trees - The inclosures of the rice corn fields are very 
irregular some small & others like common fields in England with groves & plantations of tall 
trees & flowering shrubs, of every form more [word crossed out] various than you can guess 
from the great leaf of the cocoa Palm each one of which is a load for a strong man & which he 
binds up & carries on his head or shoulder like a deal plank - to the fine cut [word crossed out] 
Mimosas of many of which are as [word crossed out] light & thin as a piece of lace (The Gum 
Arabica is the finest of all.) - These groves & corners & the full Hedges look give a remarkable 
richness to the look of the corn fields - Never were seen such beautiful hedge-rows as are on 
each side the roads & dividing every field & garden. & the plants for Hedging are as various as 
beautiful. Every body chuses [sic] for himself - some are of Ivony [?] a plant so exactly like 
hawthorn whether it grows in the Hedge or runs up into a tree that, without plucking it you cou'd 
not know & therefore the English are fond of it for their fences, however it has no thorn & the 
flowers are more like Mignionette [sic] in appearance & smell - The hedges have all trees of 
various kinds growing in them - another favorite hedge is a plant that has no leaves or rather 
nothing but leaves it is extremly [sic] verdant, thick, bushy & tall & like lace work - Bamboo, 
plaited into another rich looking hedge & throwing itself upwards rises (14) in plumes like light 
feathers, 60 or 80 feet high. - some people like the American Aloes which have not that stiff look 
you might imagine for having trees in the rows the various kinds of Bind weeds that every where 
abound [words crossed out], hang down & cling about from the branches of the trees to these 
strong plants where they find support, & form the most fantastick [sic] festoons - Convolvuluses 
of various sorts & beans with many wild Gourds - these binding plants profuse of flowers, 
clinging about the Indian plants of large size are to me the most beautiful as well as the most 
novel kind. There is a plant a kind of Bread fruit yielding a large fruit as big as a pine apple & 
with leaves not unlike a pine apple but soft & pliant & bending down - this has a wildness & 
grandeur in the look of it, particularly when it shoots up into trees, that is most delightful to a 
stranger - Wild sugar Cane & the Prickly Pear or Indian Fig are also used for hedging, - I think 
Edward James wou'd not be sorry for a ship load of hedging stuff if he cou'd make it grow - Of 



these plants in a short time a hedge may be formed that a Tyger [sic] cou'd not pass, for the 
closeness & strength of the thorns.- [words crossed out] 

We have four Rivers in this place neither none of them navigable within some miles of 
this place & then only for boats - They are very shallow streams, but broad when there has been 
rain & the banks rich with wood (15) in many parts, they wind about this plain in a most irregular 
manner & there are a great many Bridges over them, besides innumerable fords which being 
causeways well made in the dry seasons are quite safe & we seldom go out to dinner without 
passing one two or three of these. These Rivers run into the Sea at this place some of them 
come down the country 40 or 50 miles, & they enliven the country exceedingly The great beauty 
of this place is that if you quit the sea side you have always a river on one hand or the other, or 
else a tank, by which you are to understand a Lake, partly natural, but aided by art the dams 
being carefully kept up; Some of these tanks are many miles long & are very fine pieces of 
water - many of the houses are built on the banks of them with flights of steps to the water. 
Agriculture is carried on here in a manner just the reverse of your's and so is Gardening, for as 
you raise beds for the vegetables & leave a sunk path to walk round [sic] them, here they sink 
the bed about a hand-breadth, & the path round [sic] is raised. This is in order to retain the 
water which is of course much exhausted in the day. -- 

As you are a great architect I think you will like to hear something of the buildings here 
which are much talked of but I hardly know how to begin a subject so various - The Houses of 
all Europeans are nearly equal as to goodness & size in what situation soever the dwellers are, 
for building is cheap & young people generally build & these are let out afterward or sold - They 
are all like Pictures of Italian Palaces with flat roofs or balustrades, I hardly know what to 
compare them to that you know for they look like Marble & are all (16) built with columns but it is 
a lighter kind of building than our fine churches in London & much more beautiful architecture 
than the inferiour [sic] ones Lord Tilney's house is like a great many of them with a double flight 
of steps outside, but many are only Pavillions with nothing above the ground floor which is the 
case of the house we live in, they are the prettiest houses, but the upstairs houses as they call 
them have more air. These houses are built of brick & cased over with the Chunam, This 
Chunam is a finer lime than the Plaster of Paris it is made of the small white shells which this 
rough surf occasions the Sea [word crossed out] to throw up in great quantities - To prevent 
them being carried back with the tide there are fishers who with a peculiar kind of net drag them 
out of the surf they are then carefully cleaned & burned. The Stucco made of this lime & called 
Chunam bears a pollish [sic] almost equal to white marble, but as is generally said, but I think it 
is more like the pollish [sic] of or glaze of very smooth white China The walls, Colums [sic] & 
ballustrades [sic] are all polished. The walls of rooms are somtimes [sic] painted as Stucco 
rooms in England of pale green blue &c & [word crossed out] retain [word crossed out] polish 
Some people colour the Chunam for the outside of the house of a light grey in imitation of the 
grey granite of the country leaving the colums [sic] pilasters &c &c white - The floors are also of 
this Chunam coloured according to the fancy of the owner; & here it so exactly resembles 
marble pavements, that [word crossed out] I shou'd not have known it - our house has black 
squares & white ones for the [word crossed out] sitting rooms &c & the other rooms a light tint 
much used some have Dove & Black squares or all dove which is neat they mark it in squares 
so deep that (17) it wou'd decieve [sic] anybody. We have folding doors in all the rooms which 



are half way Green painted Venetians the windows are all Venetians & no glass but we can thus 
exclude the light & yet have air from room to room through the whole house but they are 
generally all open, & there are always as many doors as windows - never any plain wall or side 
of a room but only Piers between, these have girandoles, or glass shades [word crossed out] 
The rooms will not admit of much furniture. - There are Verandoes [sic] at the back & front of the 
house & in these the dinner &c is generally laid the Other rooms are called [word crossed out] 
halls & are used as drawing rooms or sitting rooms - The dinners look very pretty laid out in 
these Verandoes [sic] open to the Garden & well lighted up. There is a balustrade between the 
Columns on which they set flowers &c The first dinner I saw I thought the it wonderfully pretty 
striking particularly from the immense number of servants waiting with such extreme stillness & 
so delicately dressed all in white muslins & white or figured turbans & large gold earings [sic]. 
Besides ones own servants every body who dines with one brings one or two with him so that if 
we sit down twenty or three or four & twenty to dinner there are at least thirty servants waiting at 
table, The greater part of these people will come in Palankeens & each Palankeen has from 9 to 
13 men & two Lanthorn men. These set the Palankeens under the trees before the doors & lie 
down to sleep or talk 'till they are called if it be all night the Carriages wait in the same way, & 
they altogether form very pretty groups under the trees. - I think nothing of the kind can exceed 
the beauty of an evening ride to see all the houses lighted (18) up & people dining or dancing in 
the Verandoes [sic] with the attendants lying about the garden, particularly at a Ball when if 
there are 150 people or 200 which is generally the number, there will be 400. 500 or more of 
these people in their muslin dresses scattered under the trees before the house. The Fort is 
very handsome from the Fortifications it has several handsome squares in it & the buildings are 
all in the same stile [sic] as the Garden houses, but higher but with flat roofs - The Church & 
some publick [sic] buildings rise above them. In a view it looks like prints one has seen of views 
of Grecian Cities, all Temples & no middling houses. -- 

The Black town is the most curious in a view, it presents such a variety of objects: 
streets full of palaces such as I have described - English Porteguese [sic] & Armenian Church 
Christian - Churches - Hindoo - Pagodas & Moorish Mosques, & tombs - & when you go through 
the streets the various business carried on & the lower buildings which from the extent of the 
town are equally curious - It is very large & the streets have at the corners names written up in 
Malabar & English & the houses numbered. The houses of the Natives make no shew [sic] but 
look neat enough where the streets are regular which is pretty much the case. The Streets are 
not paved but broad, the people walk on the middle way the sides are raised one two or three 
feet with steps up at every house but the space before every house is [word crossed out] 
appropriated to it & not intruded on by passengers- The roof of the house overhangs about 3 
feet in the way of our pent houses & over shadows a solid raised part like a Balk1 on which the 
(19) people sit by day & where they frequently sleep at night - The door is small & low with a 
carving in wood over it & the wall of the house has no window to the street, but is painted 
according to the fancy of the owner- either with Tygers a Tyger [sic] hunt or dancing girls - 
flowers in borders or plain stripes. These paintings are in water colours painted on the white 

 
1 A Balk is an "Earthen ridge dividing areas of land" (A Dictionary of Architecture and Landscape 
Architecture) 



wash, just in the stile [sic] & with about as much skill as paintings are done on the walls of 
rooms in our farm houses to imitate paper. - [word crossed out] When you go in at the door 
there is a short dark passage with a seat on each side of the same plaster as the wall on which 
they sit or sleep at night this brings you into a little square of about ten feet each way which if it 
be - [legend to drawing of house: doorway to the yard; sleeping room &c; pillars; sleeping room 
&c; seats; Verando [sic]; yard shaded with a vine frame; Verando [sic]; seats; sleeping room &c; 
sleeping room &c; seat; seat; this place has sometimes pillars; entrance] a small house is [word 
crossed out] shaded by a - vine frame covered with some kind - of gourd which gives a shade. 
In this - place all the cooking is done on pans - of fire &c & at night they sleep on the - seats in 
the open part or verandoes [sic] unless it - rains when they use the close dark - rooms; for to 
exclude the heat they - also keep out the light. If the - house belong [sic] to a richer person - 
they have a small staircase which leads up to the same kind of place above in that case these 
Verandoes [sic] above have carpets on them & here they sit to do their work or to keep their 
accounts & use these upper dark rooms for sleeping & the under (20) parts are for the servants 
for cooking &c In such a house therefore the square wou'd be paved & no tree over it but the 
cooking & slop water thrown over it which is drained off but serves to keep it cool. - beyond this 
square there is another, which is a kind of yard where the Cows &c are kept & sometimes a 
Garden beyond, but their gardens are more frequently a mile or two from the towns in places 
appropriated to that use. 

These kind of houses are much cooler than our large houses they have a very thick wall 
& the light coming down in the middle does not heat it as ours are heated which are exposed all 
round [sic] - They never sit in a draught of air They indeed lye [sic] down in the open air before 
Choultries &c but being in a house or near buildings which bring current of air they always get a 
wall at their backs, generally on three sides of them; but the Europeans think the more air the 
better & build their houses like lanthorns so that one can never get out of a draught of air & the 
rooms are too hot & too cold at the same time They are certainly beautiful buildings, but many 
regret that they have not the coolness of the native houses. I have drawn a plan on the back of 
this of a native house [missing] & have made rounds where the pillars are which are always 
used within to support it but not always on the outside. The workmanship is always neat The 
walls are brick work stuccoed - (Chunamed) over & the roof pantiles without, within not ceiled 
but of fine wood (21) the colour of Oak varnished & carved. - the pillars are of the same wood 
very slender & with such a capital as you sometimes see supporting an oak gallery in a Church 
& indeed their Verandoes or Galleries are very much like those in a Church. - 

Of their utensils I shall tell you in another place but this is grown too long a letter & as 
many ships are going I shall send some by each & this as it is shall be one I shall direct my 
letters to [word crossed out] Hetty whether they are to you or to her & leave them open for as 
there are so many things to tell you about I shall not like to say the same thing twice I dare say 
you have thought me a very negligent correspondent but when I was on board ship I did a good 
deal of drawing of such things as we caught &c & I left Polly to write, when I came here I had to 
go about looking at houses & arranging it when I got one - lastly I did not like to send my letters 
at the same time with hers as a ship was then about to sail which being over laden sunk in the 
harbour, but no person was hurt. It was full of Rice intended for your use in England - My letters 
were brought me back many weeks after some I sent with those by the Thurlow which I hope 



you will have in March, & some I kept hoping to send better Editions by other ships which were 
then expected to go. How I have been disappointed I have related in the first part of (22) this 
tedious letter. - 

In order to finish this so far as it goes I may as well fill the paper by telling you what I had 
omitted that the white ants have in each nest one as large as the end of a finger which is called 
the Queen ant. As soon as a man find [sic] this he pops it into his mouth her Majesty being 
esteemed a particular delicacy. She is said to taste like a lump of thick cream or marrow. - In 
fact these ants have little to do with the common ants & seem more like bees, but without either 
their virtues or their mischievous stings ----- we have two kinds of ants which infest the houses a 
large black [drawing of ant] kind & a very small red sort [drawing of ant] these are only kept out 
by constant sweeping for if we do not sweep the house they will & if you leave ever so many 
crumbs on the floor they are soon carried off - the red ones bite one a sharp bite & eat every 
think [sic] of the sweet kind to prevent which we put the beds to stand on little square stones 
grooved & filled with water over which they cannot pass, tables that contain anything sweet 
have the feet set in four China basins made strong & shallow for the purpose. - 

we have just had our letters by Captain Nash which have given us great pleasure but 
that shall be the (23) subject of a new letter - meanwhile I remain 

your dutiful daughter 
Madras EGwillim 
Gardens 
Feb. 5th: 1802 
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[From Elizabeth Gwillim to her sister, Hester "Hetty" Symonds James, February 7, 1802] 

 
(1) 

 
My dear Hetty, 

 
Madras Gardens Feb[ruary] 7th 1802 

To you who are our best & almost only correspondent we owe a thousand thanks, your 
letters & those you have inclosed [sic] to us are all we have seen since we left England. The two 
Mrs: Clarke inclosed [sic] for you came to us in Nov[ember] by the Apollo were a most 
acceptable treasure tho' being dated so early as April 18th & not bringing us news of your 
delivery we [word crossed out] were still in a state of anxiety - Before you have this you will no 
doubt think us negligent in writing, Now it has happened I have related fully to my Mother & I 
shall leave all my letters open that you may if you are so disposed read them or any part of 
them: As to my Mother I look upon my letters to her & you as the same & shall direct them all to 
you, as I know not how they may be to go, but by way of variety I shall sometimes indulge 
myself by fancying I am talking to her & sometimes to you Her picture & the miniatures hang 
over my dressing table where I write so I have all my friends before me see here we are pray 



[drawing of dressing table and miniatures] look at us - I have made my poor mother a shocking 
face but it is a hasty piece & she must excuse it Nothing I brought out has been admired equal 
to my mothers picture -- Now sitting as you see me, I give you & James joy of the little Tom who 
I trust in God will live & be healthy. I shou'd have been glad to have heard that you had taken a 
lodging at Brompton for this & you & Mr. James' occasional visits (2) for I fear if you did not go 
(& the 29th of August your last date was late, [word crossed out] in the summer) I fear you will 
not have borne two winters without country air I never cou'd stand it & I attribute my illness 
before I left England to attempting it. - 

We were extremely glad to hear you had the two young girls with you whose company I 
think you must have needed to enliven you; Mr: James's return of his Rhumatick complaint 
gives us much concern I hope it will not become a frequent visitor to him. - I entreat you will not 
waste a line in making excuses for him in not writing I know him much too well to be at all 
surprized [sic] & can form a compleat [sic] notion of him after the labour of the day sitting down 
to write a letter & the pen dropping as the book used to do out of his hand. I had written a long 
letter to my mother on which I shall write No 1. before the fleet arrived - We heard of it as it 
passed Ceylon & the Coast some days before they anchored & you may judge we suffered 
great agitation - Mr. G. desired me to agree with him if the letters came late not to open them till 
next morning - They came on an evening & were brought to him but he cou'd not rest, 
fortunately they contained no ill news except that I shou'd have been glad to have heard a better 
account of my mother. She bears the Winters very ill. --- 

As you have named this boy Tom I hope you will soon have another to call Harry for I 
opine it was rather a disappointment, tho the reason, the presence of so great a stranger as his 
uncle Tom was a most unanswerable one. - I wrote a letter for my mother & you jointly - a letter 
to Lizze [sic] Thoburn & sent some that had been returned to me from a ship that sunk in 
harbour - together with seeds for Mr: Whitley by [word crossed out] (3) Mr: Livingston surgeon of 
the ship Lord Thurlow I hope you will receive them safe in March - He undertook to carry two 
shawls for me directed to you. He told me he thought he cou'd get them on shore for me but if 
he found he cou'd not rather than they shou'd be taken he wou'd put them in the India House 
from whence they cou'd be had by paying the duty which I requested him to ask Mr: James to 
pay him having no other mode of paying it - if there shou'd be a necessity I shall beg the favour 
of Mr James to charge it to me I shall be glad to know what is paid that I may guess whether it is 
worth while to send things or not. The cry here is that it is by no means worth while to send 
shauls [sic] or anything else to England if you are obliged to pay the Duty - and as yet I know 
nob[o]dy to get to carry things for me that will run [?] them. Everybody that goes home likes to 
take all he can for himself duty free however ships will be going now very frequently & by 
sending one now & then I shall be able to get them send you some to keep you warm. I am 
much vexed that in my hurry I forgot to give Mr: Livingston a letter to introduce him to your 
attention - As a selfish reason because he expects to return here immediately & wou'd take care 
of anything to me as another & better because he is a very respectable young man & was 
introduced to me by a friend of ours with whom we were very intimate on board ship. a surgeon 
who came out to settle here. If he shou'd not be gone when you get this you will easily find him 
by enquiring at the India house - That is if you have any thing to send you wish taken care of. It 
is of particular consequence to entrust seeds to some persons care but of (4) all that I shall write 



to Lizzy. Mr: James said somthing [sic] once or twice about sending shawls over & therefore I 
shall on a seperate bit of paper set down the particulars relative to the purchase of them here & 
also of the Muslins of this country for Bengal Muslins are as dear here as in England indeed 
dearer, unless you get some friend to chuse [sic] them for you in Bengal where you must take 
more than you want. - The one shawl I sent was for Mrs: Gwillim & the other for you - I have 
bought some more for friends & shall send these & one for you as I can get them carried one at 
a time. The regulations with respect to sending the manufactures of this country are really 
absurd at least carried to an absurd length & I find the strictness here is much beyond that in 
England I cou'd for a very little money send you things that wou'd delight you if they wou'd let 
them pass but they will not allow even made up things to be sent. I wish I cou'd send you the 
Counterpane of my bed - which cost me about 40s & is 4 yd each way - you never saw anything 
so rich as the painting The town of St: Thome about 3 miles from this along the sea beach is full 
of Manufactures of chintzs & counterpanes or Palanpos as they are called -- with painted 
clothes for women of the richest paterns [sic]. I call them painted for so they literally are one 
person draws all the outline & others put in the colours sitting on the ground & they will come to 
your house & paint you any pattern you like on a sheet or what cloth you chuse [sic] to give 
them. I need not tell you how permanent the colours are They indeed get brighter the more they 
are washed tho they lay all (5) cloaths [sic] to dry here on the sand which takes out all English 
colours. Coventry blue thread in marking does not last above 4 or 5 washings - the borders of 
printed handkerchiefs disappear. Port wine goes clean out the first washing & brown cotton 
stockings are no longer brown after one washing. I think you wou'd envy me if you saw a 
washing of cloaths [sic] come [word crossed out] home it looks all as if it was quite new [crossed 
out] the stockings are folded the same & I shou'd buy them in any shop for new but for seeing 
the marks. How they iron or how the [sic] fold I cannot guess but you might sit upon a dozen of 
gowns as they come folded up without - disturbing a fold & yet when you open them there is not 
a tuck nor hem that is not picked out as if it had been just made whatever shapes the gowns are 
it is the same - ruffling & gimp & fancy sleeves gatherd [sic] up in places - they iron amongst it 
all or press it in some way or other that it seems just made & as white as snow. The cloaths [sic] 
I had washed when we first landed covered half a room over & quite astonished me when I saw 
it brought home for the old brown kitchen dusters & callico [sic] towels which I cou'd never have 
washed in London to look decent & which were besides mouldy by lying in the ships, were 
brought us white as any piece of new muslin. The heat of the sun bleaches every thing out at 
once, but I think it also rots [word crossed out] the things but particularly linen - the English 
muslins & callicos [sic] wear admirably well, better I think than the Indian ones - but linen cloth is 
worn out sooner than you cou'd think - They beat it on the pieces of rock in the rivers where 
they wash & the linen cut directly as to hems whether of callico [sic] or linen about 4 or five 
washings beat them entirely out, & they must be done again. (6) They say here that the Washer 
men beat the linen & whatever they know to be European articles & that they sing all the time 
they beat- Europa Europa Europa - The Moor people have very pretty manufactures The 
Gentoo people are most fond of white with colourd [sic] borders wove in - but the Moorish 
people delight in having all the richest colours that they can put together their [word crossed out] 
[word crossed out] Trowsers [sic] which are as full as peticoats [sic] & the same only divided are 
made of Sattins of the most elegant stripes & patterns whether for men or women over these 



the men wear shawl or sattin [sic] short pelices - or worked muslin jams like childrens jams2 

shawls round [sic] the waist over their shoulders & on their heads - & the women wear over their 
drawers colourd [sic] muslin or gauze robes with, broad gold borders & a piece of the same 
gauze also bordered with gold wove in - of the size of a long shawl which they hang at the back 
of their heads, & spread over their shoulders in any fanciful way - It covers them but does not 
conceal any part of their dress. Their choulies or little bodies [sic] are also of the most shewy 
[sic] colours & patterns - I speak now of the common Moor women one sees about other girls of 
the town, as we shou'd call them, or dancing girls, or the wives of common people, for the wives 
of great men are finer; but these I shall tell you in another place - The Moorish shop keepers 
who sell these things, spread them on Matts [sic] before their doors as Earthen ware is spread 
in England - They sleep or eat in the middle of the day but about 4 oClock in the Evening [word 
crossed out] an assortment of goods is spread out & high market begins. The streets are 
crowded with (7) people buying and all are full dressed at that time of day - I wou'd give any 
thing if I cou'd send you some of their dyed Muslins or gold gauzes but, they will not let a bit 
pass - several people have tried to get some sent but I have heard of no one who has 
succeeded - Spread out, these manufactures look most splendid Our house is about near two 
miles from the Fort & the Fort is built close to the Sea The Walls &c are [words crossed out] very 
handsome with barracks under them at low water you can walk under them. The beach is like 
Borth Sands or Barmouth, but the Horses here have not strength enough to draw you a 
Carriage along the sand, you must either get out & walk or go in a Palenquin [sic]. The ground 
on which the Fort is built stands out a little to the sea & the shore hollows in, in a slight curve 
from the Fort to St: Thome, a large town - & you see the one place from the other as 
Aberystwith [sic] appeard [sic] from the rock. It is three miles from the one place to the other & 
as I am fond of the Sea I take the Palankeen [sic] & the Men always walk in the first breaker, for 
as they wear no shoes nor stockings, they feel no inconvenien[ce] in doing so. I fancy myself in 
a boat or a Bathing Machine - There is no land to be seen. The breeze comes fresh & the Sea is 
so much alike in all places, that I can hardly persuade myself I am so far from you when 
everything looks so exactly like the place we have been in together. - The Sea appears to me to 
come in exactly as it did at Barmouth, rolling in with a monstrous surf which however extends 
farther out. There (8) is the same fine sand dimpled over with the same kind of shells. But I 
never saw any sea-weed nor any of that Jelly-like substance which we used to find in Wales & 
which I suppose [word crossed out] is produced on the rocks as sea weed is, & we have no 
rocks here near the sea - The ships do not anchor before this part but passing this & the Fort, 
they anchor between the Fort & the Black town & on that side the land retires back very much 
There all ship business is carried on. On this side we have nothing but fishing which is most 
amusing to me. - I dare say you have often heard of the Catty Cattimarans [sic] used by these 
people - Catty means a bundle & [word crossed out] Murum means wood, & therefore 
 Cattimarans [sic], as we call them, are bundles of wood & by the way Mrs: Edward James is 
very fond of calling old maids, old Cattimarans [sic] & you may tell her that when she [word 
crossed out] has a mind to be affronting she need not use a foreign language but say at once 
you old faggot. - 

 
2 JAM, s. [jammah, Indian ] A long muslin dress for children.(Encyc/opaedia Londinensis 1811) 



The surf is so strong that no boat can stand it therefore all the fishing is done on these 
Cattimarans [sic] they are made by tying the trunks of three or four trees, each about as thick as 
a man, together, with ropes made of the bark of the Cocoa Palm - They are seldom above ten 
feet long & only tyed [sic] in a few places so the water comes through of course - Each of these 
has in general, a man & a boy or two men but some times only one. - one only rows at at [sic] 
any time he uses only one stick for that purpose but sitting as a Taylor [sic] does he dips in one 
end on one side & the other end on the other (9) side as quick as lightening [sic] - what he uses 
is only a straight lath - The nets are laid on the place before their feet & they are themselves 
naked except a small piece of linen. They meet the surf with the greatest indifference tho every 
wave buries them for a second or two - They appear in another place stretching their nets or 
drawing them in without seeming to have been interrupted I have watched them for an hour 
together thus appearing & disappearing by turns - There are hundreds of these always out as 
far as your eye can reach & some times the surf appears to extend as far one sees only white 
waves & these spots, as they look, popping up & down. I frequently make the men set down the 
Palankeen [sic] which they like well enough to do for they are all fond of the Sea. - If a 
Cattymaran [sic] comes to shore which they generally do we buy fish of them & by this means I 
have seen a great variety of fish that I shou'd never other wise have seen for they never bring 
from the markets any but a few particular kinds - all the rest go by the name of Palankeen [sic] 
boys fish, which is indeed all the name I can get for any of them - Many of them are very nice & 
more to my taste than the other kinds but they are smaller sorts of fish much like little trout & 
lasprings3 & there is a small kind the same as white-bait [drawing of a fish] about a penny a 
plateful [word crossed out] These they dress [word crossed out] very nicely they stick them on 
bents through the head & then fry them quite stiff & they look excessively pretty & eat the same 
as white bait. There is another kind much more like an Anchovy then [sic] our sprats are & I 
think they are anchovies besides these there are many curious fish - such as the Ink Ink fish & 
others which I shou'd not like to eat but I buy (10) for about 8 pence or 10 pence as many as I 
like for my self and a days provision for the nine Palankeen [sic] boys who are ready enough to 
run with me along the Beach to St. Thome & back for such a treat. Mr. Gwillim has not failled 
[sic] to eat fish above one day in twenty since he came here. We have no lobsters here but we 
have Prawns as large as the tail of a midling [sic] lobster & exactly the same but there is no 
inside to them, but we mix some crab with it & it makes very fine lobster like sauce. We have 
shrimps all sizes & another thing very unlike any creature I ever saw The first I saw at table I 
thought they had been made in sweetmeat & varnished. They are very nice but so little to eat & 
take so long a time to get at that little that they are not much worth much: however they are 
sweeter than any of the other kinds they are neither crabs prawns, nor lobsters they [have] no 
tail nor claws large enough to eat & only a body so what is, is like the inside of a lobster - They 
boil to a pale pink The children catch these & small crabs along the shore as they run about the 
sand; whilst their fathers are fishing - these things look very pretty in a dish & make fine soup 
[drawing of sea creature] or Curry. - Mr. G enjoys it exceedingly when we get any new fish or 
vegetable which by going about I bring home -- We talk a great deal to the servants some of 

 
3 "The Smolt, or young Salmon, is by the fishermen of some rivers called a Laspring." (William Yarrel, 
History of British Fishes, II, 1836). 



whom are very good & intelligent, indeed they are the only people to enquire of for few of the 
white people care for any thing but having it all as like home as possible & have no pleasure in 
enquiring into the customs of the people or the Production of the place, unless they are likely to 
turn to account The men like money & the women like visiting - The greater part of them wou'd 
not turn up their eyes to look at an (11) object that they wou'd make a party & go twenty miles to 
see in England. Mr: G. asks them why they did not bring us any fish we have got by accident. 
They always say "Gentlemen cannot eat that fish" - Then he [word crossed out] [asks] them if 
 they can eat it, yes they say, black people very much like that but gentlemen can't eat, no 
custom, to bring gentlemen however [?] - but they are extremely pleased to see you eat any of 
their kind of things & since they discover our wish [to] try it all they are constantly bringing some 
new kind of Vegetable, many of which are very excellent - of fruit for tarts they have a great 
variety quite as good as goose berries or apples. - There is certainly one very pleasant thing in 
the servants they all enter into your pursuits they are constantly bringing me flowers & insects & 
pointing out things to me as we go along. - They have some extraordinary notions of grandeur, 
Hares are very plen[tiful] [word missing] here, but rabbits are dear, a hare costs about [words 
missing] & a rabbit eight shillings for there are none but [word missing] some gentlemen keep & 
so far as I find must be stolen before you can buy them. - We by means of some directions got 
the hares dressd [sic] so much in our own way that I wished to have one for company & desired 
among the rest it might appear cooked in that stile [sic], however it was not brought, & as I had 
observed the butler was disturbed when I told him to [word crossed out] get it - I enquired why it 
had not been done - Upon which he said he was very sorry but the Cook & he had both agreed 
that all the company wou'd laugh if a Country hare was brought to so handsome a dinner, but 
he promised me the next time he wou'd not fail to get a rabbit. They always call them by way of 
contempt Country hares & I believe are perfectly convinced that it is from stinginess that I order 
them & I have never so far prevailled [sic] as to have one for company. (12) They have a great 
pride in setting out the dinner because every body brings his own servant with him & it is matter 
of conversation - They spare no pains in dressing it with flowers & my plateau & figures are just 
to their taste. I am glad I brought out China desert [sic] set for here is so much glass that tho' it 
costs so much they do not value it & here is no china except mine & a few things Sr. Thos

 

Strange has - both that & my Wedgwood have been admired beyond everything, For except 
Lord Clives I do not see any Wedgwood but what looks as if it had been bought in Covent 
Garden. As well for pattern as shape. 

 
Mrs: James 

No. 39. Bishopsgate Street 
Within 

London. 
 
Well I will put no more in this letter as I do not know how they are to go. This is only preparing 
for opportunities - I have drawn a few birds & the Cochineal insect & plant but I have not [been] 
able for one thing or other to do any Landscape drawings yet. I hope I shall but the views are 
quite beyond my sketching powers - Visiting, & very unwell in the Monsoon & every time I go out 
I come home just tired as if I had been at an exhibition of pictures. There is so much to see & 



that makes me want to read that I may not tell you things wrong to have to unsay With love to 
James & little Tom yours EGwillim 
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[From Elizabeth Gwillim to her Sister, Hester "Hetty" Symonds James, February 12, 
1802] 

 
(1) 
My dear Hetty Madras Gardens Feb 12th. 1802 

I entrust this to a private hand who assures me he will put it in the office at the 
first Port & by that means you will have it a fortnight before the letters by the Packet of which we 
have written several - The ships which have been at Bengal called here a few days ago & sail 
on Sunday - I purchased several things to send but can get no conveyance for them - A Mr: 
Chalmers who is taking his wife home & family has untertaken [sic] to carry one long shawl & a 
bit of shawl for a waistcoat which I was very anxious to send to Mrs: Holland the waistcoat is for 
Mr. William Cam; - I bought a shawl for you & hoped to have been able to have sent it & a 
waistcoat for James one or two other Waistcoats of the same pattern which I wished to have 
distributed besides a bit of Muslin to make Lizzy & Mary a gown each. But I fear I shall not be 
able to send them unless Cap[tain] Mash will take them when he goes but tho' I have sent to 
every place I cannot yet find him out. I conclude therefore he lives on board & have troubled you 
as before with all the letters under cover to you. You will find a little one to my mother with a 
Wafer in it ready to put in the post to save you the trouble of writing - I hope you will be well & 
taking your son into Hereford shire about the time this will be with you which I expect will be in 
June. I hope Mrs Green will not think I have forgot her but it is now so long owing to the 
Monsoon that any ship sailled [sic] from this place that ships are crowded in such a manner that 
one can get nothing taken, but as we have now Peace we shall have ships going every month. I 
have wished you (2) joy of the little Tom who I hope will live & do well in a long letter to you - six 
sheets to my Mother 3 to you, I think you will not have patience to read it all We owe you a 
thousand thanks for your letter - I hope you will be able to continue the same kindness for we 
shou'd have felt ourselves most forlorn creatures but for you - I wish I cou'd do somthing [sic] for 
you here the while or perhaps you wou'd like one of my black maids to help you - This I have 
lies under a tree all day asleep, in all her rings & pins & has a large star in the one side of her 
nose made of Rubies set in gold which disfigures her not a little We were much diverted with 
Regy's letter [drawing of a flower] but very angry with Lizzy & Mary; We are much obliged to 
Nancy Green for her letter which we consider as the Widows' mite was considered her time 
being so much occupied. our cloaths [sic] are in great request at least have been I do not know 
whether this fleet has brought any thing newer but by your account not much except that you tell 
me it is the fashion to be dressed in buff & I assure you I thought the Ladies completely so here 



when I first saw them - They astonished me not a little. I have not been able to imitate them on 
the contrary I am now & have been for three months in all my English cloaths [sic]. - 

Mr. Gwillim has had a billious [sic] illness in his sickness on board ship he brought up a 
great deal of bile - He has been remarkably well & was getting fatter, but the truth is he wou'd 
not let well alone, For being so well he thought nothing wou'd hurt him & being very fond of Malt 
liquor he drank a bottle of ale every day for 6 weeks or two months, which every body says is 
very (3) bad in this country & it is not one in a hundred can bear it to mend all he drank milk 
three mornings & I assure you he eats very hearty - at last he got very uneasy & took some 
Rhubarb &c but that only stirred up the bile - he was ill six days & was obliged to take some 
rummagers [?] but thank God I do not think he looks the worse for it - he has now a great 
charge neither to drink beer nor milk - The custom here is to rise at 5 or [word crossed out] 
Winter at 6 in the morning - to have a tiffin at one & to dine at 7 oClock & go to bed at ten Mr: G. 
has a great aversion as you know to eating before dinner - he used to take nothing but a cake & 
I took half my dinner at tiffing time & half at 7 oClock this mode agrees with nobody everyone 
cries out against it but nobody alters it Lady Clive & a few others tried much but she cou'd only 
get leave to eat her own dinner at three oClock, nobody wou'd leave off this odious custom so 
as to comply with dining out at [word crossed out] her hour indeed they have so ordered all sorts 
of office business that it can now hardly be done - It disagreed with both of us & therefore we 
have begun upon a new plan I believe there may be half a doz[en] families who do the same we 
have no tiffing & dine regularly at 3 oClock. we have our Coffee between 5 & 6. & if we have 
company or dine out we consider it as supper for tho' it is called 7 oClock it is near 8 before we 
sit down & ten when we rise from table at which time everybody runs home or out to Balls. - 
[words crossed out] 

This mode of life is quite comfortable to me. only when I sup out I fancy myself at your 
friends in Oxford Street for we have Turkies [sic] that you cou'd not see over - round of Beef 
boilled [sic] roast Beef, stewed beef Loin of Veal for a side dish & roast pig - Capons as large as 
Hen turkies [sic] & in short a scandalous waste of provisions - or rather of our money for there 
are enough ready to eat the food - very few things are dear - R[ichard] Clarke has a place which 
is worth 500£ per annum which as he has no expense is to so young a man a great thing - He 
lives with us & there are no means of spending money in this place at least none such as he 
wou'd ever (4) run into - All balls are given or subscribed to for the family at least more than 
anybody cou'd attend - dinners are given always at home, there is no going to the Tavern 
except to play Billiards - some men gamble very high & play Hazard- There has been but one 
Play since I came & I did not see it It was just the day after we came - we have had one concert- 

I have marked the shawl HG just above the border on each end at the corner it is white & 
the waistcoat piece yellow with spots 

 
Mrs: James 

No. 39. Bishopsgate Street within 
London 

 
Your shawl is white also - I wish you had it - I hope you will have the orange colourd [sic] 

one I sent by the Thurlow - one for you & one for Mrs: Gwillim. I shall send for Company [?] 



having written to everybody either I or Polly. My love to James & little Tom & to Nancy Green I 
am happy to hear her mother is well. I hope mine also is better this winter than last. believe me 
most affectionatly [sic] your's EGwillim 

 

[note on the side:] I have divided the seeds for Mr. Whitly into 3 parcels - all directed to 
you. - 
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[From Elizabeth Gwillim to her Sister, Hester "Hetty" Symonds James, March 18, 
1802] 

 
(1) My dear Hetty, 

We all wrote to you & sent you various packets of letters by the ships which left this 
place on the 18th of February. I also with great difficulty got a gentleman to carry a white long 
shawl for Mrs: Holland & a piece of spotted shawl for a waistcoat for Mr: W. Cam, which I hope 
you will receive & forward to them - I have now [words crossed out] seen a gentleman a Mr: 
Longdill surgeon of the Monarch who promises me to take care of your shawl & some waistcoat 
pieces which I will thank you to give as I shall [word crossed out] mention. - I thought to have 
written further to you by the last ships but they sailled [sic] [words crossed out] very suddenly. I 
had hardly time to send a few seeds on board for Mr: Whitley however the same gentleman who 
took the shawl took also a bag of seeds & another gentleman a packet nearly alike but packed 
differently - I believe there was nothing valuable it being a bad time of year. In the bag of seeds I 
put a small bag with some seeds strung for beads & wrote on that bag for Mrs: James. I had no 
time to explain about them - they are not a seed of this part but are sold for ornament & some 
Ladies wear them. I thought it likely they wou'd pass with the seeds otherwise they wou'd be 
taken. They are cheap enough rough as those were & I think handsomer than when pollished 
[sic] but some people like them better pollished [sic] when they are dearer I shall there fore get 
some done to send you & some to Nancy Green as you may like to give them away to any 
friend. They look very well with a small gold bead between each - They are called here Fakier's 
beads,4 - the Fakiers are a sort of Religious who travel about & beg with their families & they 
wear (2) these beads - There are also a set of Beggars belonging to the Hindoos called 
Pandanomans5 who wear them. These people are beggars by their cast. They travel about from 
one country to another & are always well entertained & upon what they obtain by begging they 
live, which is no great hardship since all the people supply them with the best they have. They 

 
4  Possibly Rudraksha (IAST:Rudrak�a) seeds, used as a prayer bead in Hinduism, especially in Shaivism, 
and produced by several species of large, evergreen, broad-leaved tree in the genus Elaeocarpus. 
(Wikipedia) 
5 Likely Pandaram, "a Hindu ascetic mendicant of the Sudra or sometimes a lower caste." 
(Merriam-Webster) 



are a tall handsome set of people we see them by dozens with their wives & children Their 
dress is the most beautiful, considered as picturesque of any of the people. Many of the Tanks 
(Pools) & Wells all over India are staind [sic] with a kind of red earth; and muslin being dipped in 
them with the addition of some leaves becomes of a beautiful clear salmon colour - by the way I 
must tell you in these tanks with these leaves they wash Nankeen which becomes brighter by 
these means the oftener it is washed - Now these beggars wear a vast quantity of Muslin an 
under cloth of about 6 yards an upper one of as much thrown over the shoulder in a fanciful 
manner & a large Turban in loose folds all this Muslin is dipped in these staining waters, 
whether for men women or children & sometimes it is almost a rose colour. over these muslins 
they wear these beads in great profusion; long strings of the largest sort are thrown over their 
necks & fall as low as the knee & others of a smaller size are in shorter chains they have 
frequently a dozen chains round their necks one lower than another, & in their Turbans they 
twist them in all sorts of inventions generally very gracefully - as Milliners put beads in our caps 
but a much greater number of them. The dark brown carved-looking beads lying upon the 
salmon colour has as fine an effect as you can imagine. - These beggars have but a sad 
character by given them by writers, but the Hindoos (3) hold them in great respect - They have 
special charge over the women & are allowed to converse with them in private to give them 
advice. If a slipper of one of them be left at a door the husband is not permitted to enter till it be 
the pleasure of the instructor - It signifies to him that he is not to come near. Strangers who 
have not the prejudice of the Hindoos are not ready to believe that they always make an 
innocent use of their extraordinary priveleges [sic] without doubt they have no bashful air. - 

March 12th I have met with a gentleman surgeon of the Monarch East Indiaman which 
sails from here on the 20th:, who is so obliging as to offer to carry some things for me; I have 
therefore desired him to take the white Long shawl for you: It has large sprigs & EG close in two 
corners - I have also sent the worked Bengal muslin for Lizzy & Mary Thoburn & Polly has 
stiched [sic] it upon two old body linings without cutting that it may not be taken, [words crossed 
out] washed & will I dare say pass. - Polly desires you to give her love to Lizzy & beg she will 
take particular notice of the taste of making up but desires she will not let the pattern become 
too common. She is also desird [sic] to observe that her task is not forgotten in the length of the 
tail. - 

I send by the same gentleman a mother of pearl snuff box in which you will find a China 
thimble for you & another for Nancy Green - two pieces of Chrystal [sic] called here Vellum 
stone for cutting seals upon which are for George Samuel. The box is for Mrs: Gwillim & I should 
be glad if you will send it to her as soon as possible I have likewise packed up an Ivory fan for 
Nancy Green which you will give her with my love. I wish I cou'd have had an opportunity of 
sending her somthing [sic] better at least bigger but I cou'd not get conveyance for any thing 
larger & therefore bought a fan The China ships being just (4) come in here. - I hope you will like 
your shawl - I our [?] send with this the remainder of a piece of Gown shawl a Waistcoat of 
which I sent to Mr: W. Cam. I have cut off one square which you will please to send to my 
mother & the long piece is, they tell me, enough for three waistcoats - I wish you to send one of 
the three to G. Samuel with my compliments & tell him I hope to send him a better [one] when I 
get an opportunity - The other two I wish James to keep for himself to wear with his blue coats 
in the winter. - pray send the Vellum stones with the Waistcoat to G. S. & tell him I have got 



down one of his drawings & I am working away after his manner in back grounds to my birds - 
but if I work much I shall have no colours left - I have searched & enquired in all places for the 
Indian yellow, but there is no such a thing to be heard of & I cannot th[ink] it is of the substance 
he imagines it to be - I shou'd rather suppose it to be some preparation of turmerick [sic] which 
is the paint the natives use on their persons & I have seen a great deal equally fine in colour but 
not so finely ground & prepared. - 

With so much as you have to do I am sorry to trouble you with commissions but unless 
you or Nancy Green will do for us I know not who else to apply to. - I shou'd not like to have too 
many things at once & there fore must trouble you about twice a year to send to us little articles 
of dress they spoil in keeping here, but the price of buying them is intolerable - please to let us 
have 6 pair each of coloured kid shoes & some green Morrocco for me - 6 pair for each of us of 
white kid gloves & 12 pair each of the finest Limerick gloves of a light yellow colour will be 
enough or instead of the Limerick some pairs of fine soft yellowish grain kid - These carry & 
keep best the browns spot & spoil sadly & do not wear at all well in the (5) heat. Pray tell Mr: 
Langstone he must put each glove in a seperate [sic] paper for in the ships the leather heats & 
all our gloves were sticking together, we were obliged to tear them asunder - They were gone 
like strings at the bottom of melted Isinglass & wherever a damp finger had sewed the silk quite 
black. In short they were almost all greatly injured & the Kid shoes the same for want of 
separate papers. - By the way I may as well mention to you here to please to let us have 
whatever lace is put to trim a gown or cap very white & whatever is sewed much shou'd be done 
with dry hands for whatever has been touched with sweat turns in the Voyage as red as brick 
dust. The caps & bonnets I had worn in England cou'd not be used here but for patterns till they 
were washed & what is remarkable the best washed cloaths [sic] that had not been much boilled 
[sic] were the same several clean gowns I expected to have to put on in the ship I found quite 
red in the wearing parts. - I shall not want thread yet a while but a few needles wou'd be useful 
for all I brought out were stuck together with rust, so pray do not let anymore be oilled [sic] - 
They make nice cotton tape here. - I want some shining French cotton for working Muslin, but 
Pearsons is rough stuff Butlers is the only place to buy it at if you shou'd think of it - I shall want 
colours & paper for drawing - but I hope you will have sent it - Pray send me a good many 
ribbons all colours & widths Laylock [sic] & purple carry very well my Laylock crepe is as fresh 
as ever - White spoils sooner than anything - Made flowers are of the greatest use, but do not 
fear to send us anything you think pretty that is not expensive (6) in Muslins for gowns or 
cambrick [sic] muslins if worn we can always get customers if we have too much of anything - 
stockings do not wear out faster than at home & I seldom wear silk - silk gloves are quite 
disagreeable [sic] here I never wear them. - Mr: Gwillim will want half  a dozen pair silk 
stockings with clocks a little ornamented but as little open as possible & half of them not open at 
all - for the Mosquitos [sic] get in at the holes. - 

Polly wrote to you to send me some more dishes &c the same as our dinner set, we do 
not want plates but a great many dishes all sizes. one soup Tureen & it must be the best shape 
- the tall sort - sallad [sic] bowls & vegetable dishes - no sauce boats - one plate each person 
goes through the dinner here it is laid at first but they all use China water plates which are set 
on the plate & these water plates are changed - They keep kettles of water boilling [sic] outside 
the house to fill the plates constantly. - I want also from Wedgwoods' - 2 doz[e]n plates to match 



my breakfast set - one doz[e]n small dishes of different shapes for fruit which is always set here 
at breakfast -- 12 breakfast cups & sawcers [sic] & 12 coffee cups with Muffin plates or any little 
things but no Chocolate cups - several slop basins, & bread & butter plates I will draw a bit of 
the pattern but I fancy they know it for I told them to write it down - I do not know whether Polly 
mentioned it before but I want from the Derby China Warehouse 12 plates to match my desert 
[sic] set & 12 dishes. The dishes must be 4 of each shape for corners. - 

I shou'd be glad to have a very thin clear handsome deep black veil of false lace & also 
about a dozen yards of white lace joining lace of a pretty pattern to put into worked muslin - for 
Veils here - (7) Knowing how much you have to do it must seem I fear a little unreasonable to 
request you to do so much for us but as there is no particular time when it is to be done I hope 
between you & Nancy Green I shall be able to get my little marketings - When you go to any 
shop on your own account you can by [sic] me any trifle you think pretty & keep it till an 
opportunity offers - Pray send me some very hard tooth brushes If Waite or some Dentist cou'd 
spare a few of them & some for the inside I shou'd be very glad for the common ones are of no 
use at all to me & I cannot get any dentists' tooth brushes without giving a Pagoda (8 0/-) for two 
& a shumper [? word unclear]. - 

The warm weather seems to agree with me very well it is now getting as warm as is 
agreeable [sic] - we had a few fine showers a day or two ago but we are not to expect rain till 
June & it will be hotter till that time. The last three months have been the most delightful weather 
that can be imagined - I begin to get quite a Housekeeper & to feel at home. At first I did not 
know how to order the dinner, however I find now that Seasons are only considered in 
Vegetables - & in very few of those, most of the fruit trees bear blossoms & fruits at the same 
time. The plantains of all kinds are always growing, Mellons [sic] are not quite in yet - The 
favourite fruit of the country is the Mango & the Mango trees are now in full blow smelling very 
fresh & nice The orchards look like Walnuts or Pear trees but the flower is a large spike of small 
blossoms like Madow Meadow-sweet - There are as many sorts of Mangos as of apples & as 
much difference in them. I like them unripe in tarts they are like a fine green apple - but I fear I 
shall not like them ripe again as I was ill after eating them. We had been pretty busy as you may 
suppose before we landed - It was the very hottest (8) time of year. The sun was right over our 
heads that morning we came early on shore while it was cool & pleasant - We breakfasted with 
Sir Thos Strange & to his house we had come two mile staring all the way - after breakfast, as 
many people who came in the Fleet wanted houses it was thought expedient that we shou'd 
look at such as were to be had as soon as possible & it was proposed we shou'd go with a 
gentleman who brought his carriage for that purpose. we drove several miles saw two great 
houses & after that he wou'd carry us to his house which is what they call a Bungalow. It is 
recokned [sic] one of the prettiest things in the place & he is a most nick-nack man & keeps it in 
such a stile [sic] as no man cou'd who did or thought any thing else. It seemed perfect Fairy 
Land - I felt no inconvenience from the heat & he requested me to walk round the garden asking 
me if I felt the heat unpleasant which I did not, so I continued to walk - The sheep were feeding 
the grass was quite green - all the Hot house plants I had been used to delight in were in full 
blaze of flowers & behind [?] a large shrubbery The great tall Cocoa Palms were waving & 
looked so cool that I thought I cou'd have walked all day - There was one immencely [sic] high 
tree with a hundred at least of the hanging birds nests upon it with the sheep that were grazing 



were some beautiful little Deer which came to eat out of our hands - The smallest things that 
ever were when we went in we found a table of fruits &c & among the rest some mangos for 
which he was famous - & of which he pressed me to eat - In shape & colour they were exactly 
like apricots but as large as a small Mellon - The texture is like a very juicy plum of the flavour 
much like Mellon, Pineapple & Apricot mixed together, certainly very delicious but too rich - I did 
not eat much but I never have been able to eat any since - whether it was from (9) the heat or 
the mango I know not, or both together but I got a most compleat [sic] sick headach [sic] which 
lasted me two days & the poor man was so much censured for his imprudence that I believed 
he never wou'd be free from the reproaches thrown upon him - I have been affected with the 
heat once or twice since & am therefore now careful but it is very odd that whilst one is in it one 
feels no inconvenience - I have begun a letter to my mother but I am just now told that the 
packet closes so I doubt if I shall be able to finish it - I have written some long letters that I was 
obliged to write & am very busy with drawing Birds. --- 

We all join in duty to my mother love to you & James & the Child & to all Ned James' 
family - Do not forget to Nancy Green & Mrs: Beamen [? name unclear] & her children - I dare 
say I shall have soon an opportunity of writing again - I shall send Mrs: Chamber's letter to you if 
you have any fancy to read it - Let us know all that the child says & does - I long to hear from 
you again God bless & preserve you all & believe me most affectionately Your's 

EGwillim. -- 
Gardens 

March 18th: 1802 - 
 
We have still peas in the garden - I send you the Feathers of a fowl & cock which we eat 
yesterday (10) I am trying to keep some alive - They are found in the Woods - & the County 
people when they catch them bring them to the houses for sale - I imagine this to be the original 
fowl which being now domesticated has so much changed its appearance if you will look at the 
feathers of the neck & shoulders you will see that they have bits at the end like straw - Pray ask 
somebody to enquire if they are in any Museum stuffed for it they are rare I shou'd like to have 
some stuffed to send over or will try to send them alive They are very beautiful but wild - The 
Country people catch wild Peacocks & bring for sale - I have bought a good many for the wild 
ones seldom fly about here. - Keep what beads you like & send the rest to Nancy Green. 
(11) [blank] 

 
(12) 

 
Mrs: James 

 
By the Monarch 
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[From Elizabeth Gwillim to her Mother, Esther Symonds, July 16, 1802] 
 
(1) Richard Clarke had letters from his father of the 2d March as he said nothing other I hope 
you were all well at the time. It is some pleasure to have such a hope but you ought always to 
send a letter once a fortnight at least I hope somebody will to the India House & then I shou'd 
have more news. - 

 
My dear Mother, 

Perhaps our last packet of letters was as much as you expected from us & quite enough 
to tire you, but if the ships had not sailled [sic] sooner than we expected you wou'd have had 
more. I expected to have heard from you again by this time but no ship has arrived that cou'd 
have brought us any letters. I have nothing therefore to answer to & can only say I hope you all 
continue in health & that you have got over the Winter well. The warm weather has been very 
agreeable as yet to me & I have been a good deal engaged in visiting &c but I shall leave the 
white people to Polly & tell you a little about the Black people. The Hindoos are a most 
extraordinary people; everybody exclaims & indeed so they are, every day I am more & more 
surprized [sic] at their firm [word crossed out] adherence to customs so Ancient & so unlike 
those of any other people. Subdued and Oppressed as they have been by so many different 
nations they admit none into their society nor do they vary any of their habits in comfortity [sic] 
to their conquerors - Alexander the Great entered the upper parts of India, to compel the 
payment of tribute money customarily paid to the Persians - It appears therefore that the 
Persians had visited this country for the sake of its wealth long before & the followers of [word 
crossed out] Alexander describe the habits of these people, in the little they have said on the 
subject exactly as they appear at this time with the only difference that they at that time 
governed themselves & were rich beyond all conception in gold & jewels. Before this period the 
History of the Hindoos is involved in Fable - The Antiquity of the Nation is indisputably proved & 
the unchangeableness of their manners, but nothing more is known. They say that God created 
the four Elements - & a fifth of which (2) the Heavens are made. That he afterwards created a 
Being indued [sic] with perfect Wisdom called Bramha & commanded him to make the World. 
Bramha having made man-kind he divided them into four tribes the Bramin, the Kittri, the Bise, 
& the Sudra - The Bramins were to be Priests & to direct men in the ways of God - The Kittri 
Kings & soldiers - the Bise Merchants & Labourers cultivators of Land The Sudra, Tradesmen & 
servants which division is most strictly kept to to [sic] at this time. - The Hindoos have an idea of 
there having been four Ages of the World - The first or Golden age when the Tyger fed with the 
Steer - Those when virtue was on the decline & the Iron age we now live in. - The 
arrangements of Bramha however seems to imply the by the necessity of a Priesthood that the 
people were not quite [word crossed out] so perfect as to need no warning & by the services to 
be performed by the Kittri Cast one must suppose force was some times necessary to keep 
them in order. Some Historians rejecting all their fabulous accounts say that a great King of 
India had a Vizier of the name of Bramha, whose children were so much more wise & learned 
than the rest of the people that the King [words crossed out] who they say divided the people in 



to the four casts ordained this family of Bramha to be Astrologers & Priests which high 
employment however they first came by them they have had the wit to retain to this day. Neither 
are they in danger of losing respect by the folly of individuals amongst them for they have 
contrived to possess the people with a notion that there is a certain portion of the Divinity in all 
Bramins & that therefore however weak, mean or wicked they may be they are to be treated 
with the greatest respect for fear of committing any offence against the Deity who is supposed 
to (3) reside in them. The Hindoos are supposed to have worshipped the True God till the 
Persians introduced amongst them the worship of the Sun & of the fire & soon after which they 
fell into Idolatry; In this state they have continued so long that that [sic] the Divine nature is 
seldom thought of by them, how-ever they have a conception of What a Being superior to these 
they adore. Some writers have lately been curious in remarking that their Religion contains an 
idea of a divinity & thence suppose the notion of a Trinity it to have been originally taught to all 
mankind - whether that be the case or that it have proceeded from a natural consideration of 
God in his threefold capacity of Creator, Preserver & destroyer cannot easily be ascertained - 
but their most Ancient sculptures & they never have varied from those modes, represent the 
figure of Bramha as a threefold deity - Three upper parts, ending in one at the loins - The middle 
figure is called properly Bramha the Creator - the one side is called Vishnu the preserver & the 
other figure is called Sheeva the destroyer or avenger - Besides the sculptures that represent 
the deity in this threefold manner they are represented seperatly [sic] & the worship is divided - 
Bramha who is the principal has no Temples erected to him tho' he is as I have described 
carved on them all - The Temples or as we call them Pagodas are all either to Vishnu or Sheeva 
& are somewhat differently constructed. All the Hindoos are divided by this means without 
regard to their Casts into Worshippers of Vishnu & Worshippers of Sheeva. At first it is to be 
supposed it was matter of choice but it now continues in families & they hold each other in no 
great esteem. The followers of Vishnu suppose him a benevolent Being who by prayer & 
supplication or rather perhaps by an observance of Ceremonies will accord (4) them what is 
desireable [sic] - & their rites have been always cheerful & innocent - But the followers of 
 Sheeva suppose him to be a Being of a malevolent disposition ever ready [to] avenge the 
smallest faults & their worship is wholly dictated by fear. To appease this angry deity they 
formerly sacrificed their children & when human blood was no longer shed on his alter Beasts of 
all kinds were slaughtered - Even at present the feasts of Sheeva are said to be more disorderly 
than those of Vishnu & are seldom attended by the Vishnu people. - Besides that these gods go 
under a variety of names in different places, they have wives & families, representations of 
whose persons they keep in what they call Swamy or Sammy houses. The Pagodas in this part 
of India are very frequent but these swamy houses are everywhere abounding - They are 
generally small oblong buildings some as small as a Thomas a Becket's tomb & not unlike 
others are as large as a small room & there are many finished on the top in the manner of the 
Pagoda's. They are generally much enriched on the outside but like the Pagodas they are all 
dark within, except the light which proceeds from lamps hung round the God on Particular days 
these Swamy houses have the door thrown open to show the God to the people but none enter 
except the Bramin The stones of the floor of the building & the walls are quite Black with the 
clarified butter which is poured over the god daily, for logs as they are, they are attended with all 
the care that animation cou'd require, on certain festivals their cloaths [sic] are new - they are 



bathed & anointed regularly according to the rules prescribed by their religion, cookery & fruits 
of all kinds are placed before them, which however are eaten with great respect by the people. 
When the gods are (5) Carried out of the Swamy houses they are attended by bands of Musick 
[sic] Bramins & dancing girls a certain number of whom belong to each Pagoda & attend to the 
Swamies [words crossed out] that is the gods of the different swamy houses around about. - 
Scarcely a night passes but there is a festival of some kind or other & they go to a considerable 
expence for others their musick [sic] which to our ears is intolerably loud is constantly to be 
heard during the night at which time they hold all their ceremonies. Fireworks are the great part 
of their amusement or as they say ceremony - When I first came I was so much occupied that I 
cou'd not go to their feasts - I mentioned one to you in one of my letters for sacrificing before to 
the instruments of Iron This feast lasted a fortnight & was a general one. It is called the hunting 
feast & probably was formerly a hunting of wild beasts - at present in this place it appears to be 
consists only in putting down a poor hare out of a basket - I went one evening to a Choultry near 
us where the god stays for when they are taken out of the Swamy houses to go in Procession 
they stop at every Choultry if they occur at every hundred yards - These gods are moved upon a 
Carriage but they have on this carriage a variety of ways of travelling On this occasion he was 
put upon a large horse [words crossed out] like a Pegasus carved in wood & gilded - but the 
whole carriage & horse & god so covered with wreaths of flowers and finery of all sorts that his 
person was scarcely discoverable he had however a golden face ill enough carved & was about 
the size of a large doll. - The Choultry in which he waited was (6) dressed with flags & wreaths 
of flowers in a beautiful stile [sic] & the dancing girls performed a long time before him to our 
great amusement - The people dressed us with chains of flowers & gave us beetle & fruit for 
they are always pleased if you attend their feasts. A great quantity of rice was brought out 
boilled [sic] & greedily devoured by crowds attending after which with great shouts the god 
came forth on his horse & the hare was let loose but the god was turned suddenly round & a 
great part of the crowd separated to pursue the hare which wou'd belong to whoever had the 
good luck to catch it. This feast was part of the festival was all I saw & it was by daylight; but the 
same ceremony was performing in various parts. As their feasts are kept during the night I have 
not been at any of them till lately - There was one feast a few weeks before xmas when for 
many days the women appeared with their hair platted [sic] down their backs at within the plait 
the flower of the wild bread bread [sic] fruit of which I told you in a former letter they make 
hedges This flower is cut from the heart of the plant & is like a rush flower but as thick & longer 
as my wrist & about half a yard long - like reeds & grapes it is clusters of minute flowers that are 
full of powder (farina) It has a fine but strong smell which is the quallity [sic] they esteem in 
flowers for they use them for perfumes & always fold them in the hair. This plant is called 
Pandanus Odaratissima6 [sic] Just after xmas, in January they have a feast called Pongall the 
preparation for which lasted several weeks - This feast celebrates the return of the Sun to the 
North-ward - or as we shu'd [sic] say the turn of the year. - Besides the usual ceremonies at 
night there are many others (7) observed on this occasion some of which I cou'd not guess the 
meaning of - The ceremony from which the festival takes it's name of Pongall, which signifies 

6 Pandanus odoratissimus Linn. "In India (mainly Orissa) and Sri Lanka the flavourings and perfumes 
'kewda (keora) attar', 'kewda water' and 'kewda oil' ('rooh kewda') are prepared from the fragrant male 
inflorescence." (https://uses.plantnet-project.org/en/Pandanus_odoratissimus_(PROTA)) 



boilling [sic], is the chief. For some weeks the Bazars [sic] which are kept in places like the 
Parks in London represent just what an English Fair wou'd if it was kept in those places - Round 
abouts & Up & Downs and such like sports - with standings of trinkets & sweet meats - The Pots 
they use are of red earthen ware & on this occasion the red ware is spread on the ground in 
profusion. It consists is chiefly of large pots or Vases from 5 to 10 gallons measure. The parents 
or elder relatives give to the younger ones on this occasion one of these pots filled with rice, 
 sugar green ginger, turmerick [sic] & a large quantity of sugar-cane fresh cut - the green leaves 
hang out at the top of the Jar & round the neck of it is tyed [sic] long wreaths of flowers of a 
golden yellow strung together in their way. These yellow flowers are the ornament for three 
months of the year. It was curious to observe for some weeks, whichever way one went to meet 
people carrying these large pots so elegantly adorned with wreaths of flowers - On [word 
crossed out] arrival of one where it is to be presented the wife takes the flowers & dresses her 
head with them the children take the sugar-cane - & the rest is for the boilling [sic] or Pongall 
which is rice, milk, & sugar in this new pot. It must be performed with great care & the rice well 
picked, cleanliness occuring to produce the best sign of good luck. If the Pot mantles well & 
rises high & white, the year, it is supposed will be favourable but if the boilling is checked or the 
scum appears discoloured (8) nothing but ill is to be expected during this season the 
compliment on the meeting of friends, is not like our's [sic] how do you do? - but how was your 
boilling? - for these days there is a custom of dressing up all the Bullocks, which are taken to a 
particular place to be exhibited. We keep a pair to draw sand for the garden & I was applied to 
for a Rupee for fresh sugar-cane & ginger & cocoa nut to hang about them & flowers for their 
heads & necks just as you see them in an ancient sacrifice their horns being dyed either green 
or red & the cart painted in red & white stripes. The common bullocks are of a light red colour 
very pretty mild looking animals, with long white horns, a hump between the shoulders & a very 
long dewlap - But the Bullocks kept for Hackeries or Bullock-bandies, which are the carriages of 
the natives are generally snowy white of the same form but larger - Their horns are generally 
encircled with gold or brass rings & tipped with very delicate ornaments - When these white 
Bullocks have their horns dyed of a bright coral colour & are dressed with flowers, they are 
extremely beautiful & when drawing the Bandy which is like a little throne, one cannot help 
thinking of a carriage in some Romance. I must not forget to tell you that that [sic] this feast of 
the return of the sun, is the season for renewing all things, every house from the best to the 
meanest hut is entirely cleaned out, painted & white washed, Nothing cou'd exceed the gaiety of 
the appearance of the streets in the towns & the Villages - the devices on the Braminy houses 
[word crossed out] (9) almost effaced were all renewed & those who cou'd not afford better 
paintings striped their houses with broad stripes of red & white. This rage for cleanliness is 
however carried farther than is pleasing to my taste for ornament The trunks of the trees before 
the doors are painted to look like twisted columns with red & white & the long walls of granite 
that inclose the pagodas & even the steps down the tanks are striped in the same manner: 
fortunately this colouring is removed by the first shower of rain from these kind of places which 
are much disfigured by it when it is fresh done There has been lately a great feast kept at St: 
Thome where we have been three Evenings to see their ceremony which lasted ten nights - It is 
in honour as [word crossed out] I can learn of the Marriage of [word crossed out] Sheeva - The 
god is carried out each night in a different way one night he rides on a Bullock & on each side of 



him one of his wives also on a Bullock. the next night they ride out on Horsback [sic] - an [sic] 
third night on Elephants - a fourth on Euperpe [?] Carriages & so on on the last night he is 
carried out without his wives as a Pandanam or religious beggar. - 

I believe I have mention'd the Village town of St. Thome to you before - I frequently go 
there as I much admire it. It is very large one part is quite a Braminy town - The streets are very 
broad planted on each side with Cocoa palms & on the occasions of festivals (10) they always 
hang festoons across the street from tree to tree at the distance of every fourth or fifth house. 
There are some times pieces of silk or cloth made into a kind of fringe which has an excellent 
effect from a variety of colours - sometimes they are of leaves strung together & lamps of 
transparent paper as clear as glass with paintings richly ornamented - These Lamps & lanthorns 
are of all varieties of forms & very handsome & rich - The houses are all illuminated with 
innumerable lamps 'till it is a blaize [sic] of light - The great square at St: Thome is about the 
size of Lincoln's Inn fields - one side of this is a wall inclosing the Pagodas which are very 
handsome & appear over - The other three sides are Braminy houses with frequent openings to 
the country. - Before this wall & these houses there are Cocoa Palms in two rows - then a broad 
driving way & another double row of Cocoa Palms at the edge of the tank - the whole square 
besides being one fine piece of water - This tank has a curb stone round it & steps to the bottom 
of granite - it must have been an immense work as many of their tanks are. They are not flights 
of steps at intervals but the whole sides are steps from one end to the other. It is so deep that a 
little Temple or Pagoda which (11) is in the middle is now covered & will not appear till after a 
long dry season - at present about eight steps brings you to the edge of the water - The 
illumination of this large tank is the prittiest [sic] thing of the kind that can [drawing of steps: 
steps with a lamp on each; reflection in the water] be imagined I cannot describe the 
appearance without drawing it. One lamp is placed on each step up & down in a wave to the 
water's edge - each lamp has a tremulous reflection in the water - The lamps are very strongly 
lighted & the reflection is like a pointed fringe of fire hanging in the water - The trees across the 
driving way are connected as I have described & at the four corners of the square what they call 
Pandals7 are erected these are temporary buildings & are only a set of Cocoa palm trees - very 
straight ones set in the ground for columns about 50 - or 60 feet high they are bound round with 
purple muslin & white webbing or tape in double rows like twisted columns these support an 
awning, which is either a large piece of needle work, representing the stories of the gods in 
patch work or else fine carpets with flowers of gold or colours round & generally five immensely 
large [? - word partially off the paper] transparent paintings for lanthorns hanging from (12) this 
awning - Under these places the gods rest a short time in the Procession three dancing girls 
performing all the while. - 

In order to see this sight we set out about ½ past 10 oClock having three miles to go. 
The roads were crowded with men women & children coming from all parts - we went to a 
Choultry in a Street near the Square before which choultry there was a pandale erected it being 
near to the entrance of the Pagoda from whence the Gods were to set out - They brought us 
scent & put garlands of flowers of a kind of white Jasmine around our necks & from a silver ewer 

 
7 In Hinduism, a pandal is a temporary structure set up to usually venerate the god and goddess 
(Wikipedia). A shed (Hobson Jobson). 



sprinkeld [sic] our handkerchiefs with rose water giving each of us a ball of the same flowers as 
the garland, to hold in our hands these were like our cowslip bells. -They then brought some of 
the best dancing girls who are very richly dressed their hair is combed smooth parted in front & 
sweeping round the corners of the forehead with a fringe of fine work in gold & small jewels 
edging this sweep of the hair & lying on the forehed [sic] They wear a conspicuous piece of 
jewelry on the middle of the forehead & various ornaments in the nature of clasps one large 
piece of gold like a small saucer finishes the back of the head & between that & the front 
ornaments wreaths of coloured natural flowers were twisted several times round. the back hair 
is plaitted [sic] & hangs down to a great length inter mixed with gold and pearl tassels & flowers 
- Their ears are covered with ornaments as many as possible (13) are hung in the ears & others 
suspended from bands in the hair. - The necklace & chains they wear are very fine & cover their 
necks - their arms have bands round the middle of the upper part of the arm, & bracelets on the 
wrists innumerable - These jewels are sometimes false but 'tho' very shewy are not when real of 
the value they may be supposed to be as they are only table diamonds & so thin as not to be fit 
for cutting - These women wear no shoes or stockings but an immence [sic] weight of gold 
round their ankles in strings of small bells which sound as they dance - Their dancing is very 
little like ours they never step upon the toes but keep the knees bent & tread on the broad sole 
of the foot, they move in a very small space sometimes when they sing as they dance they 
advance very forward in a straight line & retire; but at other times they dance for an hour within 
the space of a sheet of paper. the feet however all the while in constant motion (I am speaking 
now of the dancing of a single person & the chief display of their skill is in the motion of the 
hands & arms the air of the head & the expression of the features - in these they excel & indeed 
the upper parts of their figure appear [to] me to be better formed than the lower - They are not 
like the Grecian figures; but are short from the waist downwards & dancing with the knees (14) 
so much bent & the feet kept near the ground seems to encrease [sic] this defect - The action of 
the upper part of the figure is extremely graceful it is sometimes voluptuous but never affected. - 
They dance whether they recite or not to two or three very loud instruments one of which of a 
most piercing sound which is a piece of metal held by one hand & struck by another piece of 
metal held by the other hand - The man who plays this keeps his head close to the dancer's & 
with a kind of eagerness seems to direct her in every motion, [word crossed out] he constantly 
repeats. We had this evening a long performance by one dancer & she was only once relieved 
by one of the girls in the back ground. It was a story of Sheeva one of their gods who in the 
habit of a pilgrim of great beauty, set all the women in love with him. Some Bramins in the back 
[words crossed out] take up the Chorus -- about twelve oClock notice was given by loud reports 
of the fire works that the gods were setting out & we went to walk round the square of the 
illuminated tank with them they were on three carriages very large drawn by numbers (15) of 
people - Sheeva in one in the middle & a wife in each of the other carriages which were a little 
smaller - The Carriages were like large thrones with many carved figures of the Horses 
supposed to be drawing it & coachmen in carved wood & most gaudily painted, larger than life; 
besides many angels & lions - the whole dressed up with hundreds of little flags & wreaths of 
flowers in short the ornaments are so profuse that one can hardly be sure, even after much 
prying, that one has seen the face of either god or goddess - after these shows the ornaments 
of a Theatre woud [sic] look very miserable The clear moon above, looking pale with with [sic] 



the glare of fire works & lights, the profusion of which you cannot guess at it. It is a constant 
explosion during the whole tour made by the procession - if it were not almost profane to say so, 
these things really come on like a god - thick darkness goes before them - The great clouds of 
smoke roll on before the carriages & conceal every thing, but what peers above them the great 
waving leaves of the Cocoa trees which receive the light of the fires & of the Moon & (16) the 
Mango & other trees coverd [sic] with white clusters of flowers - The glare of fresh fires upon the 
volumes of smoak [sic] & the showers of fire from different fire works whilst Rockets thrown up 
unceasingly, twenty, forty, a hundred at a time seeming to pierce the skies have altogether such 
an effect as cou'd hardly be concieved [sic] - The noise of their instruments is most 
tremendously piercing but I think a little use wou'd make it not disagreeable. The dancing girls 
preceeded [sic] the Cars - & when they stopped, danced perhaps twenty standing as ours do 
but dancing in their own way only advancing now & then to meet what we shou'd call the partner 
& retiring - They are all women vast numbers of Pandamanums men & women follow the cars 
dancing in their way - There are no other carriges [sic] allowed The crowd all walk. Thousands 
attend & they are the great beauty of the picture for the dress is so graceful & so clean - the 
white muslin turban & drapery & the order & tranqullity [sic] of their behaviour gives great 
solemnity to the scene - one can hardly be surprized [sic] that they are unwilling to give up these 
shows for a better Religion the fruits of which do not appear very good in the examples our 
people who come out here give them. (17) 

After we had walked round the tank some times resting at the verandas of some houses 
where chairs were set we came back to the Pendal under which we had sat. The god was taken 
to the Pagoda & some of the Pandarams entertained us with a kind of buffoon dance some boys 
having tygers masks on showed some little activity about in the taste of tumbling at a fair. 
During these feasts the great cause of tranquility is the sobriety of the people those of Cast 
never drink any kind of liquor spirit or fermented liquor, but besides this they are naturally very 
mild in their dispositions drunkenness they [word crossed out] detest to a degree you can hardly 
conceive - their shops are just like the stalls in Covent Garden with ranges of fruit in some in 
others confectionary which they make in very pretty & in a great variety of shapes but with little 
variety of taste flour, sugar, clarified butter Cashew nuts in the way of almonds & sometimes 
Cardamum seeds like sugar plumbs the worst is they are fond of mixing a little musk which is to 
us intolerable & generally the best sort are covered with silver leaf & all are very greasy. 

The shops of flowers are much like the flower shops in Covent garden but more like 
artificial flower makers because they hang up wreaths & bunches made up. It is surprizing [sic] 
what quantities of flowers are sold in wreaths eight months in the year they are of a sort of 
double white Jasmine the rest of the year yellow flowers but all are occasionaly [sic] mixed - all 
these shops sell beetle leaf which looks exactly like lilly [sic] of the Valley leaves (18) & I used to 
take the little bundles to be some flower of that kind rolled in the leaves. -- 
July 16th: I wrote you all this account of Indian ceremonies for the amusement of you & little 
Tom & expected to have sent with a letter Polly sent about the latter end of May or beginning of 
June. She also intended to have written several other letters as did Mr: G. that one letter I hope 
Hetty has had it was sent by a mere chance we were disappointed of sending the others, 
nothing can be so teazing [sic] as watching the opportunity of sending letters the Vessels 
frequently sailling [sic] without any notice. - - 



I have just now heard that the Swallow Packet is going to sail which has been lying here 
nine months to be ready to sail at 24 hours notice & whether it may now sail in a few hours or be 
here some months I cannot guess but report says it is to sail & therefore I shall pack off this to 
acknowledge the receit [sic] of a letter from you & one from Hetty written from Tupsley Jan: 
14th: 1802. Mr. G. had a few letters on business & from some friends but not one from any 
relation of his. I expected a box of preserves and a box from Mr: James because Mr: Temples 
father said he had inclosed for his son some books in a parcel going to be sent by Mr: James 
which I expected wou'd be with some gowns caps &c &c &c Mr: Ware wrote to Mr: G. that he 
had sent us some porter but does not say how directed. We have received none of these things 
& all the ships are come in for the season except one which is not expected till August or 
Sep[tember]: - The ships destined for China & Bengal have sailled [sic] from this place & we 
have made enquiry without effect the letters not mentioning what has been sent - I fear our 
things are gone (19) to China by which means they will be lost or go back to England. but one of 
the Mates of the United Kingdom who dined with us tells us he thinks it likely the boxes are still 
in England as unless some person delivers them & takes a receit [sic] from the officers they are 
frequently left in the Warehouses - Therefore if the Preserves & Mr: James' box were sent we 
shall be glad if he will enquire where they are - It is a little disappointment [word crossed out] to 
me but not worth talking of I can go on if they come a few months hence only I have no caps - & 
I cannot trick out in flowers like the young misses a few handsome caps are therefore very 
desireable [sic] to me & also a little false foretop of hair in the fashion to be sent now & then 
Everybody young & old wears them here as we have no hair dressers & the hair does not keep 
curl by reason of the perspiration & damp of the air. - 

The months of April & May which we we[re] taught to think wou'd be very hot were to me 
deligh[tfully] pleasant - particularly in our pleasant house on the sea Mr: G. was also well at that 
time but in June had a great many boils of which he was very impatient. They are a complaint 
that neither black nor white people often escape at that season Richard Clarke has had plenty 
but he did not much regard them - Mr: Gwillim was really very ill with his for five weeks & took 
up all my attention for tho not alarming they are extremely painful - I had three which made me 
very ill for some days. - Richards were many but small ours were large Polly has no ailment - 
but I lose her very much she is frequently out for a fortnight or three weeks at a time & has 
many invitations - at present she is from home I dine out on Wednesday to fetch her home. - 
The last six weeks have been the hottest weather we have had just as it was when we arrived - 
the Land winds have prevalled [sic] which are very disagreeable if they continue all day - but 
have nothing baneful in them except that by drying up the skin the checked perspiration (20) 
brings boils & prickly heat which is exceedingly teazing [sic]. We have no Muskitoes [sic] in this 
house.- 

I shall conclude this with many thanks to you & Hetty for your letters which I hope you 
will let us have at all opportunities - I trust Hetty's little Tom is better I was very sorry to hear of 
his illness but I shall begin another letter & answer all in that - In this only 

 
Mrs. James 
No 39. Bishopsgate Street 

London 



HGwillim July 31st 1802 
 
love to Nancy Ned the Children &c Hetty will open this I hope & take the cream of the 
compliments for her & James - Thank God we are all well at this time - I wish I cou'd know you 
were all as well - but the news you sent me is old - Many people here have letters as late as the 
middle of March. I am pray dear Mother your dutiful Daughter EGwillim 
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[From Elizabeth Gwillim to her Sister, Hester "Hetty" Symonds James, August 23, 1802] 

 
(1) My dear Hetty, 

 
By the Fleet which arrived lately I have had the pleasure to receive your two letters 

written from Tupsley & one from my Mother. We feel the greatest obligations to you for your 
kindness in writing through so many difficulties. It gave me much satisfaction to find my Mother 
had borne the early part of the Winter so well which was I suppose in part occasioned by the 
pleasure of having you with the family. I was sorry you had been so unfortunatly [sic] ill & that 
the poor child suffered so much which must have been a great drawback from you happiness as 
it was from our pleasure in reading you letter at this distance from you I always imagine that it 
will be more pleasing to you to hear all you can of us & our goings on than that I shou'd 
regularly answer all the chit chat you are so good as to send me & therefore I do not answer to 
every particular many of which may have escaped you before your letter reaches me 
nevertheless every line of your letters is a treasure to us for you seem to bring us home by the 
descriptions you give us of every person & every action & we think you little less than a good 
fairy that transports us through the air to our native country. - 

A letter which I lost an opportunity (2) of sending some months ago, & at the time little 
regretted has been kept by me till a few days ago there having been in all that time no 
opportunity of sending to England.- I sent it to take the first chance & I find it has been put on 
Board a Hamborough8 ship by which I fear it may cost more than it is worth but as it may arrive 
after a long interval you may be not sorry to have it as I have added to it a later part with a short 
account of our goings on at present. The ship I intended it to go by does not go at all after 9 
months delay. In short I have been so often disappointed in sending letters & we have so often 
lost chances by waiting for what were esteemed certainties that I shall never again presume to 
promise myself when a letter may go.- This is intended to take a chance only & will not, for that 
reason be long. - I sent by the [word crossed out] Monarch in March last by favour of the 
surgeon two pieces of Muslin a shawl & some pieces, seeds &c which I hope you will receive in 

 

8 Likely Hambrough or Hamburg. 



August or Sep[ember] I expected many opportunities before this but they have all failled [sic] - 
Polly wrote a letter by a chance to go by the Anna a Country ship - I believe she told you we had 
changed our house for one which I think you would like as well as I do. It is by the sea side & 
the two months we had been taught to dread April & May turned out to be in this situation the 
pleasantest I have felt we had almost constantly a Sea Breeze & when that blows we never feel 
too warm - about the 10th: of June however it began to be extremely warm & with the exception 
of a few days we had six weeks of Land wind. which It is reconned [sic] to have been the 
severest Season for twenty years & upwards & has been in truth very disagreeable This wind 
has in it nothing unwholsome [sic] but by blowing over a long space of Land heated by the Sun 
(3) & by bringing with it a quantity of fine sharp Sand it gives a burning to the skin just like the 
effects of a sharp frost in England. The extremes of heat & cold seem to produce nearly the 
same effects. The wind sweeps with great violence & is dangerous for this reason that the heat 
& sharpness of it produces boils & prickly heat which if exposed to the wind are checked by it - 
for this reason we wear shawls & guard ourselves from it by shutting the windows as we do from 
Cold - These winds are not very troublesome when they are low or during the night & in good 
seasons the sea breeze sets in as it has lately done at nine in the morn[ing]. It has during part of 
June & July blown perfect gales which sound just like the Wintry winds with you & the sky is 
generally cloudy - If it is a bright day we are certain of the Sea breeze early - we have now had 
even whilst the Land winds blew showers most days but we have not had so much rain as cou'd 
be wished for the sake of the Country & the Gardens & every thing will be late When we came 
here on the 26th: July last year we found the Country perfectly Verdant - a verdure indeed 
beyond what I had ever seen the grass was tall & fresh, It is now only beginning to look green 
except where it is watered - The trees look fine but have an Autumnal appearance many leaves 
of the Cocca [sic] palms look copper colourd [sic] & all apear [sic] red or gilded on the edges so 
if one may compare great to small things - some of the smaller Groves look like baskets of 
filberts - for the use of a Painter they are extremly [sic] beautiful & my view of the Sea through 
them is perfectly beautiful - The rice is Green in (4) the fields & the flowers keep blowing on us 
They do not depend immediately on the rains for the preservation of things of that kind - The 
tanks & rivers do not fail & they cut channels in every direction which they easily fill & water 
every part. Mr: Gwillim & I have been great Martyrs during what is called here the Griffinage that 
is the first year - I trust in God we shall do better next for I fear you will all of you think me very 
idle tho I have in reallity [sic] been much otherwise - we have both had boils & terrible prickly 
heat which to a person so irritable as Mr: G. is perfectly a Misery It is so indeed to me tho' I have 
tried to bear it with patience. These disorders are like the Gout & tooth ach [sic] they excite no 
pity but are very distressing as for the Prickly heat a real fit of it (of which I have had three & Mr: 
Gwillim two) it is worse than I know how to describe every part of back breast arms & hands 
covered with a thick scarlet rash that itches worse than the Scotch fiddle9 & it wou'd require a 
hundred hands to rub every part that itches As for Mr: Gwillim he had four pair besides his own 
in constant employment & he was so little able to bear a disorder that requires so much 
patience that made himself quite ill - The return of the Sea Breeze has restored him but my fit is 

 
9 Scabies, according to Thomas Hawkes Tanner, An Index of Diseases and Their Treatment, I 
(London, 1866). Also said to be a rash caused by consumption of too much oatmeal! 



not abated yet having only been about a fortnight. Polly & Richard have no ailments - I have not 
been able to sit out of doors to draw but I am very deep in Hindoo learning & am learning the 
Gentoo Language which I can write pretty well (5) I was sorry to hear Nancy's children had the 
whooping Cough which is a sad complaint - Mr: Gwillim bore the death of Mr: John Yorke very 
indifferently I never saw him more afflicted he was low with his boils &c when he heard it & he 
cried a whole day. The death of Mrs: Buller too the Bishop of Ely's last daughter was a most 
distressing circumstance we had a most kind letter from Mr: Carew who married Mr John Yorkes 
only daughter with a circumstantial account of his illness. - 

My Mother says that when she has had our letters from hence & hear of our having her's 
she shall think nothing of the distance between us I am sure if we had before we came here 
been much acquainted with people who are in the habits of coming here we shoud [sic] none of 
us have thought so much as we did - When one sees people who have been here 10 or 12 
times & who when they are going to England talk of returning here immediately, when I look out 
of my house & see the sea beating against the shore & think that from the time I left England I 
saw only the same appearance I can hardly think the space between us so great as it is. - 

Polly is writing to Nancy Green & giving a full account of our receiving by this Fleet only 
a Box of Books from Butterworth - no caps, or gowns no Preserves no porter nothing we were to 
have I fear they are all gone on to China or else that they are still in England & have been put 
into no ship which is the best hope. We may still have them by some other Vessel. I shall want 
Evening & Morning Caps & a foretop of false hair for the sea air takes out all the curl from ones 
own & there is no body to dress it - As for this false foretop I have mentioned it in all my letters & 
expect Mr: James will be a good deal diverted at such a hue & cry after a Lady's wig - 
Everybody here uses them tho' Mr: Gwillim inveighs against the custom most bitterly & vows to 
burn mine if he finds it, however it is very useful on occasions. -- 

I was most happy to hear of my (6) Pidgeons [sic] - that they do not breed faster is 
because they are chiefly Males - I used to observe that the females seldom live & the males are 
very hardy. - I am sorry that poor Lizzy & Mary Thoburn were prevented from writing to me by a 
suspicion of my neglect I know it did not originate with them it was one of Regy's deep thoughts. 
- Long before this they will understand how much I was disappointed in not being able to send 
letters to them & the confusion of sending letters from one ship to another at sea is not to be 
described those who understand it are too busy for themselves to help others who are 
strangers. - If letters come from one of us & not another you need not be alarmed because we 
think it best to divide them because ships so frequently change their destination.- .- 

You ask me if the weather is oppressive in this Country - In the Land winds it is 
exceedingly so but at this present 3d: of August I dare say I am suffering less with heat than you 
do the Sea breeze sets in about 9 or so in the morning & then it the air is delightful - There is 
one difference in the heat of this country & England That in days when by the thermometer the 
heat is extreme we feel no loss of apetite [sic] on the contrary people eat exceeding The land 
wind is much like our oppressive days in England & takes off appetitite [sic]. but the fine clear 
days with the Sea air when it is extremely warm a hot dinner tho large has not a disgusting 
appearance as it seems to have in England - one thing is that with so many doors open & 
windows unglazed we are not distressed by the smell of the meat as in England in close rooms - 
I do not know if I ever before remarked a trifling thing to you which is natural enough but we 



were not aware of it - during the summer months when the air is hot we can see no steam or 
smoke from any dish nor even from a Pitcher of boilling [sic] water by which means we have 
frequently burned our mouths & I have been very near scalding my hands by plunging them into 
basins of hot water. In the Monsoon we see the steam as in England - We have one great (7) 
comfort I feel by coming from the Saucy servants in England which is the attention & tenderness 
of these people in illness or difficulties - Even those who beat them & abuse them acknowledge 
that their care in illness is beyond all things It is a religious principal with them never to be made 
angry by any thing that an old person or a sick person says. They are patient & forbearing under 
insults & provocations of all kinds - neither do they bear in mind these affronts. - I wish you 
knew my Gentoo man Saamy he is but just 19 but has a large pair of whiskers. Mr: Gwillim is 
very fond of several of them, but he is our great favorite he has the exact face of little Tom 
James most beautiful eyes & eyebrows & a face full of mildness & goodness - his skin like most 
of the Gentoos is a deep Devonshire brown - He has not a thought beyond the home. We have 
two Malabar & two Gentoo men of cast the Gentoos I like best one is extremely handsome the 
people of Cast are all delicately clean but the Gentoos are neater fairer in their skins & [word 
crossed out] handsomer than the Malabars The Gentoos are chiefly Vishnu people that is go to 
the Pagodas of Vishnu who is a mild & benevolent God - These servants of cast will not do any 
menial office for which they frequently are very unjustly insulted by Europeans - The truth is they 
hire themselves for no such purpose & wou'd sooner die they consider themselves as 
Gentleman & hire themselves in the character of Dubashes - that is interpreter - for whom the 
Europeans first came to this Country & till lately it was only those who are well educated people 
who cou'd acquire the English Language - There are thousands of Parias a lower order of 
people who will do all things & those who complain need not employ these men: They find 
however that they are the only people to be relied upon. - They will come behind the Carriage 
carry an Umbrella & always take things from the hands of the lower servants to give us, for they 
wait at table - If you go into a shop they go with you & assist in choosing the things & settling the 
price & assume a character like servants in old Plays a sort of companions to the Master - They 
will not dress (8) hair nor shave neither will they do those offices for themselves it wou'd be 
thought degrading for them to cut their own nails which are always nicely cut by their own 
barbers - If a man was to cut his own nails he wou'd be called Barber a term of so great 
reproach that he cou'd never get clear of it - at 5 years old they begin to clean their teeth which 
are beautifully kept they never eat without washing the hands feet & teeth & always wash the 
hands & teeth perfectly after eating. - They do what they call wash head, once a week that is 
are well scrubbed one doing it for another with a paste of eggs & lime juice & pounded Vetches 
which is like almond paste & plenty of hot water - They are extremely agreeable in one respect 
that they have no offensive tricks, which they abominate & have a great contempt for Moor men 
who always indulge in them & for such English as do - They never scrape their throats nor snuff 
with the nose nor pick their teeth or fingers nor make any odd noises - nor do they ever scratch 
their heads or in short do any trick that can offend delicate eyes or ears-. I own I have been 
often not a little ashamed to hear one of my country people, who in ten minutes has com[m]ited 
[sic] ten things that wou'd disgust these people swear at them for beasts & dirty devils - one 
thing however tho' they certainly equal in niceties of this kind the desires of Lord Chesterfield 
they pay perhaps too high a price for this delicacy. In their sacred books [words crossed out] 



these regulations [word crossed out] are mixed & a point of cleanliness or manners stands by 
one of Religion or Morals & is pressed upon them by language equally forcible - Our vulgar old 
Proverb says cleanliness is next to Godliness - they have made it at least equal if not exceeding 
it. - (9) 

I know not whether this can be sent or not but will take the chance - We pray for all your 
health & happiness Thank God we are all well at this time with best remembrances Duty love &c 
I remain your's truly 

EGwillim 
Madras 
S. Thome - Aug[ust] 3d. 1802.- 

 
(10) 
[Ja]mes 
Bishopsgate street 

within 
London 
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[From Elizabeth Gwillim to her Sister, Hester "Hetty" Symonds James, September 14, 
1802] 

 
(1) 3rd: of Oct: Recivd [sic] your letter by the Admiral Applin [sic]. Which has turned our sorrow 
into joy - Drank your health in great glee with our friends at our table.- 

 

S. Thome Sep[tember] 14th 1802 
My dear Hetty 

I know not when any Vessel may be likely to leave this place; but flattering myself that 
you may be as glad to hear of us as we are to hear of you I shall begin a letter & put in a few 
lines as I find myself in a humour to write for when opportunities are so scarce I do not like to 
lose one chance of writing when a sudden one offers Another ship the Britania [sic] came in 
from England - the last but one & not one of our things arrived - what is worse not one line from 
any soul except a short letter from Temple's father to him saying that on the - of April 1802 Mr: 
James' family were well I hope to God it was so & that they still are so but a line if had been but 
one wou'd have given us great satisfaction There is now but one chance more for our things the 
ship called Admiral Applin [sic] is not yet in - I have not yet bought any things but some mere 
trifles. it is therefore of no consequence if the ships are safe & we cou'd know you were all well! 
- The heat of the weather is abated here now & my Garden is in good order I have four large 
beds of French beans but not yet in flower & they are to be sold in the bazars however the 
season is that the people were busy with the building & our gardening was not begun till late 
Our Building is almost finished but not dry enough to go into. I do not know whether Polly told 



you that we are so much pleased with this situation that the Landlord has made an additional (2) 
Building to induce us to stay. The new Building is connected to the original one by a curved 
Verando [sic] or Gallery you wou'd call it & it consists of one large room two Bed chambers & a 
Verando [sic] to each & all front the sea so that the Breeze blows in very delightfully. The 
Building has been some amusement to me as I think it wou'd have been to you.- I intend to tell 
my mother a great deal about it as she understands these matters - I have told you in my letter 
so much about the black people that I am afraid you will either not have time to read it or that 
you will be tired of the subject & yet there are a thousand things I have not said a word to you 
about. - I am always curious to enquire their customs & here are so many different people that it 
takes a long time to distinguish one set from another. - The Hindoos with all their different 
divisions next the Moor men with the Nabob at the head of them then the remains of the 
Portegueze [sic] & various low people whom they have converted to what they call Christianity 
besides these the Armenians who are Christians of another kind & have their churches & 
chappels [sic] besides our own people many of whom are as great curiosities as the strangers. - 
All these people are so much in love with the ceremonies of the Idolaters that they make their 
own [word crossed out] forms as nearly like them as possible. I was in the Garden of a 
Portugueze [sic] chaple [sic] to see the ceremony one night in Passion week & when the 
procession passed I was amused with a little english boy crying out "run that Swaamy - (that is 
that Idol) is coming" It was a representation of our Saviour as taken from the cross & so 
shockingly represented in wax as large as life as to be very distressing he was carried on a bier 
with a Canopy over as to the Grave. Before the image walked a number (3) of boys dressed in 
brown frocks with borders & large painted wings on their shoulders &c to represent Angels each 
caried [sic] a waiter with some part instrument used in the Crucifixion one had the nails; but of 
an immense size that they might be better seen another the Hammer - the nippers - the crown 
of thorns &c &c &c behind the bier [word crossed out] the women were caried [sic] Mary & Mary 
Magdalen each as large as life in wax & dressed in black silk flounced peticoats [sic] & gowns 
with head dresses like Portegueze [sic] nuns & their beads in their hands these figures had the 
feet upon the top of a pole which raised the feet as high as the heads of the people- many other 
things were carried besides innumerable attendants in ridiculous flounced dresses of colour'd 
silks and gauzes which the larger Angels wore much in the stile [sic] of masquerade dresses a 
great part of the procession was made up of the people in long robes carrying candles besides 
which the whole Garden was a blaze of light - The Chaunt [sic] of the Priest I thought extremely 
fine & solemn & [word crossed out] ridiculous as the procession was the effect of the voices was 
beyond anything of the kind I ever heard - These people are all dark as black as the other 
natives very few of them being really Porteguese [sic] & those few have been so long in the 
country that they are become dark. The smaller angels had a quarrel & were kicking one 
another as they went along to the amusement of the spectators - In short it was a most 
unnatural mixture of solemnity & absurdity. We followed the Procession into the chappel [sic] 
where indeed I have at other times been This as many others are, is very rich & (4) surprized 
Mr: Gwillim who had seen Flanders There are not indeed any paintings but the ornaments are 
very fine extremely expensive & quite clean & fresh - This Church or rather Chappel [sic] is the 
only one I have been in it is a large apartment like the Parish Church in London but with no 
Gallery on the sides the Chancel is very large, divided from the principal part & before you reach 



that, on each side there is a Chapel each [ex]actly in the stile [sic] of the Great altar. The design 
is an immense sarcophagus, gilded with many images & gold candlesticks & lights 
innumerab[le] in all the nitches & little hollows which in our Church[es] are, in such parts, filled 
with dust & cobwebs the figures also are fresh & richly dressed whether large or small & are 
numerous. Neither the ornaments nor the buildings are correct, being every where a mixture of 
Grecian Gothick [sic] & Moorish but the newness & brilliancy of the Gilding, the rich effect of so 
many small parts & the lights dispersed in every part, give a delicacy that of effect that I cou'd 
not have guessed at by seeing a dirty monument in Westminster Abbey, which is the same kind 
of the thing - These Chappels [sic] are hung with damask of different colours that is the colours 
are changed on different days. The roof of the Chancel of this I thought particularly beautifull 
[sic] it was hung pieces of satin of two colours in long strips about a yard wide at top & sloped to 
a point at bottom these laid over each other around the cornice & then all the points taken 
together in one knot in the centre of the ceilling [sic], the middle hanging hollow - it appeared the 
most beautiful top of a room I ever saw - you will judge what immense quantities of sattin [sic] 
must be used when I tell you that the Chappel [sic] is very high. During the whole of Passion 
Week all that passed on that week is acted over day by day as it occured [sic] the intombing the 
sealling [sic] &c and on Easter day the resurrection. (5) 

Oct[ober] 2d. I wrote a sheet to you one day since when the ship Admiral Applin [sic] has 
come in but without bringing anything for us. Mr: Temple had a letter from his father who says 
our things were to have been sent by an order from Mr. Strange who went out of town & forgot it 
- I have now no hopes of seeing them till after the monsoon but in the hopes they are safe I 
shou'd not have cared if I had had a few lines. I wish Mr: James wou'd divest himself of the idea 
that he is writing to India for a few lines wou'd answer every purpose & he wou'd not mind 
writing to us at Brompton - I wish indeed I had had my preserves those I brought out having 
been very useful but now gone - a Cap or two I also feel the want of my head being rather 
disordered, [word crossed out] I am not much inclined to turn to millinery having so little time to 
do other things I want to do. - Lizzy Thoburn & Nancy Green have I presume forgoten [sic] us - I 
particularly told I thought everybody that we shou'd expect to have a few lines put into the India 
House once a fortnight by which means we shou'd always hear by every opportunity & without a 
farthing expense - I must beg of you not to put letters in parcels but always in the India House 
by which means I shall have them so much the sooner & more certainly - you must think we feel 
it a little hard to have had at this time no news from England of a later date than Jan[uary] 1802 
when everybody in the settlement have had letters in every month from Jan[uary]: till the fifth of 
June just half a year later, during which time we have not heard how any of our (6) friends are - I 
do not mean to reproach you who have been almost our only correspondent however [word 
crossed out] long letters are great treasures we do not ask them, two or three lines sometimes 
from you & sometimes from my mother or Nancy Green cou'd tell us how you all are & save us 
many painful conjectures. - 

We have had the most severe season ever remembered & have as yet had no rains we 
expect the Monsoon to set in very soon. The heat of June July & August was excessive the 
Land winds blew with great violence & Mr: Gwillim & I have been great sufferers with boils & 
prickly heat which last is not yet gone It is a most tormenting disorder & if struck in like other 
rashes very dangerous - it is also very tedious. Polly has as yet had no sign of it & indeed she is 



& looks remarkably well she and Richard are in high spirits constantly she has told you what a 
party we have so I shall say nothing on that subject. Thank God Mr: Gwillim is now very well, as 
ever I have seen him. - I have just heard that Captain Mash of the Genl Steven10 is arrived here 
on his way home I shall send after him & will write by his ship to you & Mrs: Shepheard I shall 
therefore say little more now - We received a letter some weeks ago from Mr. Edwards, it was 
written in a hand scarcely intelligible from tremor & very confused, he said in it that he was 
recovering very fast but I had not heard he was ill nor in what part the country he was but I 
suppose he has been in the same way by the letter (7) he said he was coming down to Madras - 
I am much concerned on his account poor creature. It was very imprudent at least if not cruel to 
send him to this country. - To day Mr: Gwillim had a letter from Mr: William Barrol written as 
before in a stile [sic] of intimate friendship which he does not relish - It was merely to let him 
know that he was arrived here from Bengal on his road home. - He does not seem inclined to 
send for him. -- 

It is in vain for me to conjecture how you all are & what you are doing I shall therefore 
say nothing on that head but will try to hope for the best. I sent you by a Mr: Prosser of the 
United Kingdom two Palanpoes [sic] one of which I wish you to keep & I will let you know to 
whom I wish you to give the other I was glad to get the opportunity of sending them tho he went 
to Bengal with them I packed some pieces of Muslin to shew [sic] you what the people women 
wear for their Choulies each Chouley takes half a yard - I also sent you a Moor womans veil 
curiously dyed you will be surprized [sic] at the coarseness of the Muslin but in this bright sun 
they look very well. - 

Oct: 3d thus as above last night I wrote lamenting the Applin has been in one week - 
today the Capt: Rogers called on Mr: & Mrs: Hargrave & produced out of his pocket your 
Packet, your nice long letter, James letter & your to Mr: G. altogether of equal value with so 
much gold I cannot now have time to write this over again so you must excuse it - I have the 
greatest joy in hearing your dear little child is so well I pray God to preserve him I am sorry to 
hear you are become so thin I fear you walk too much - I hoped to hear you were got a little fat - 
as for Master Jemmy I am quite glad to hear (8) he can pass a Winter without his Rhewmatism 
[sic] - I am very sorry to hear poor Nancy has lost her youngest child - I fear you are mistaken 
about Mr Tho[mas] Gwillim's being a Post Captain I suppose it is a Master & Commander 
however I hope it may be Post Captain & shall have great happiness to hear it confirmed - Pray 
give our best wishes to him - I hope to write to Mrs: Shepheard this ship at all events by 
Capt[ain] Mash. - Master Richard Hodges rather surprized [sic] me. - & that is saying much as I 
had fancied nothing wou'd have surprized [sic] me that they he or his friends cou'd do. - 

I am rejoiced to hear my mother talked of coming to London I hope she put it in practice - 
you need not put yourself in fear about your letters coming safely to us I have had all that have 
been sent - as yet. - Oh! That I had those that are solderd [sic] up in the tin case pray never put 
any in boxes again of any consequence. By the packet they are sure to be safe & I pay nothing. 
- I believe I shall not send this by the Hamburg ship but by the sovereign India man which sails 
tomorrow directly for England - I shall have an opportunity of sending some things to you soon 
by Mr: Templar Lieut[enant] of the Leopard Kings' ship - they sail in about 8 or ten days. - I hope 

 
10 Captain Mash was Master of the General Stuart, an EIC ship. 



I shall find letters from Nancy Green & Lizzy & Mary Thoburn - and that I shall have my seeds 
by the begining [sic] of Dec[ember]: to sow - my French beans are almost all dead for want of 
rain never was such a season known - I am glad you bought me some confectionery that I 
brought out with (9) me answered amazingly well candied & sugar plum things are sold here 
very dear a Pint decanter of Candied almonds or Carraways are two Pagodas - My Tolu 
Lozenges & [word crossed out] Mint seeds have lasted 'till now & I shall be glad always to have 
Tolu Lozenges11 sent not in Boxes but from Tringhams by the pound, they have been most 
[usef]ul [letter damaged] to me & the mint seeds - I have also still som[e] [b]lack currant drops 
that have kept extremely well & are very good. I owe you a thousand thanks for thinking of 
them. - I hope you have long before this received a white shawl with large sprigs I sent you & 
two pieces of Muslin for Lizzy & Mary Thoburn - These I sent by a Mr Long a surgeon who 
assured me he cou'd land them - The surgeon is the best man in the ship for he can lock up 
things in his medicine chest - whatever you paid for your shawl pray let me know as I do not like 
you shou'd be at any expense I hope you have had a shawl sent by a Mr: Chalmers a Lawyer - 
for Mrs: Holland - Yo[u] told me about the grey muslin gown for Mrs: Holland What came of it - I 
had it worked in black before I left England. - Tomorrow Capt. Mash dines with us & Capt. 
Rogers. - I hope they will carry some things for me between them. - Mr: Templar has promised 
to send carry me some things. - 

I pray constantly for your health & happiness & we all talk [cont]inually of your kindness 
in writing so much to us in all your difficulties. I am glad you know Mr: Livingston he appears to 
me a very attentive good young man & is the very particular friend of Mr: Dove a surgeon who 
came out with us & is up the country - his letters describing the country to me I will send soon 
for your's & my mothers amusement at leisure hours - May God bless & keep you all - safe till 
our return - by then you (10) have this two years will have nearly elapsed - so time flies? - Adieu 
- I send no Compliments as we all write but love to the dear child - ever affectionately your's 

EGwillim 
Oct. 4th 

Remember my Compliments to Mr: & Mrs: Bullock & to Miss Daws in return - also to 
Nancy Green love 

 
By the H. C's ship The Sovereign 
Mrs: James 
No. 39 Bishopsgate Street 

(within 
London 

HGwillim 
 
You did not say in this letter how Mrs Beaman & her children were give my Love to her & them I 
hope they are well - 

 
 
 

11 Tolu lozenges were made from tolu balsam, which is tapped from the living trunks of Myroxylon balsamum, 
a tree native to South America. 
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[From Elizabeth Gwillim to her Mother, Esther Symonds, October 2, 1802] 
 
(1) My dear Mother, Madras Gardens - S. Thome Oct[ober] 2: 1802 
 

I have an opportunity of sending a letter by a gentleman who sails in a fast sailling [sic] 
Hamburg ship tomorrow & I will not let him go without a line to tell you we are at present all well 
after this very hot season we have passed which tho' it set in late has been most severe & 
considered as more so than the oldest Indians remember. The weather now gets cool & 
pleasant. - I trust in God you are all well, & shall not teaze [sic] myself with conjectures; but the 
last letters I have had were dated Jan[uary] 1802 & every other person in the settlement have 
had letters every month since that time till the 5th of June some ships having come in three 
months from England - I must entreat of you to write a letter you or Hetty & have it properly 
directed & put in the India House once a fortnight by which means we shou'd hear. The 
Monsoon is now expected to set in when the flag is struck & we shall have no hope of hearing 
from you again till February this will be a long time to look on to & very mortifying. - I have 
written several letters to you & Hetty & hope within this month to write several others to you this 
will therefore be very short. - Polly is remarkably well having had no sort of complaint since she 
came. - Mr Gwillim has had a letter from his father dated March (2) which seems to say they are 
in Health at least nothing to the contrary. - I find Mrs Squires is dead of a dropsy no unexpected 
thing I suppose from her size. - 

The Building of my new apartments is nearly finished & I think you wou'd admire it very 
much; we are as Hetty told Mrs: Stephens in the Pillory for besides the front of the both 
buildings a long curved gallery joins them in which I think they have put two pillars where one 
wou'd have done It looks however the better & is a very whimsical white Marble Palace now it is 
all quite fresh - I shall not in this tell you how they perform which is curious enough in many 
particulars - 

Lord Clive opens a Magnificent Banqueting House on the 7th with a Ball &c to the whole 
settlement - His house & this building Banqueting house altogether is extremely beautiful & 
looks like a Palace for Priam & his fifty sons - We have continued reports that he is going to 
leave us which I hope are not true - he dines with us on the 9th and therefore certainly does not 
go at the time talked of. We shall be very sorry to lose him for tho he is not shewy [sic] in his 
manners he is very good natured & not at all high: he has been extremely kind & civil to us. - & I 
do not think I shou'd like so well the persons intended to succed [sic] him as Governor - It was a 
disappointment that Lady Clive & her (3) two daughters had left this place as they also were 
very free & agreable [sic] - she delighted in this Country & made large collections of curiosities 
which indeed any person might easily get but there is great difficulty in preserving them from the 
[word crossed out] ants which are perfect scavengers - & carry away every crumb left on the 
ground. They certainly have great merit in cleaning the house for dirty servants & are most 
expeditious in their work, the only inconvenience is that they sometimes take us for rubbish & 
begin to remove us by biting us in a very sharp manner - I have had a Bird eat up in a night. - 



I hear nothing of John Gwillim's marriage which you told me of - Mr: Gwillim had a very 
pert witty letter from Dick Hodges on his Banon [?] - he is to go to Oxford - Richard Clarke is 
much improved & grown surprizingly [sic] - he goes in a Bandy that is a one Horse chair to the 
Fort every day - & Mr: G. goes in a Palankeen - they return to dinner at 4 oClock & Richard has 
the evening & the morn[ing] 'till Eleven oClock - At first he had not great desire for the Balls & 
the Company of the Ladies but matters are much changed - He & Polly & a few more have so 
much business of that kind that I cannot enter into the spirit of it & indeed they are so rampant 
sometimes that I cannot get any good of them. - I am quite glad to have them do this part of the 
business for me for the going out in (4) hot & cold places does not agree with me I get cramps & 
slight rhewmatisms [sic]. - We have a gay party in the house at present - Give my love to Ned, 
Nancy Tom & the young ones & believe me your most Dutiful Daughter 

EGwillim 
- I am sorry to find Poor Nancy has lost her youngest child. - 

 
Mrs: Symonds 
Capuchine Lane 
Hereford 

 
Mr: Gwillim & Polly desire to be properly rememberd [sic] to you & all the Tupsly family. - 

Last night I wrote the above & this morning the Capt: of the Applin has brought me a 
long letter from Hetty accounting for our former disappointment & has made us very happy - 
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[From Elizabeth Gwillim to her Sister, Hester "Hetty" Symonds James, October 18, 1802] 

 
(1) My dear Hetty, 

I intend to have written to you by the Gen[eral] Stewart. Capt: Mash [word crossed out] 
dined with me & promised to take a parcel to Mrs: Shepheard I hoped he wou'd have called on 
me but he did not & finding it grow late I sent yesterday everywhere to find him & had but just 
discovered his retreat when a gun was fired from the Fort to order every person and to go on 
board & the Vessels to sail - The North wind, or monsoon set in suddenly with some strength & 
a storm was expected. Before this intelligence cou'd reach me we cou'd see the ships from the 
top of the house under wheigh [sic] - I had bought a piece of Muslin for Handkerchiefs for Mrs: 
Shepheard & packed it up ready - Also Mr: Gwillim in a great fit of gallantry has bought you a 
pearl necklace, and I fear neither one nor the other can be sent - however the night became 
perfectly still & the Vessels appeared this morning in the offing orders are therefore stuck up to 
say the packet is again open, but I fear we shall not be able to send any thing but letters - I am 
much concerned about the Handkerchiefs - & Mr: G. is in much distress for you to be adorned in 
his present they are small pearls [sketch of pearls] so you must wear them often when you can 



get them. - I have been too much hurried with company to write to you as I intended or to Mrs: 
Shepheard - William (2) Hargrave is in much dismay - I see he had prepared a large Packet for 
Mr: Nailor another for Mrs: N. & a third for Miss Olive which last not to be able to send I suppose 
will be a sad mortification. - The wind is very rough now, but the surf is not very strong. - Mr: 
Templar whose family I think you must know - he is a nephew of the late Mr: Justice Buller & 
first cousin to that Mr: Buller who married Miss Yorke the Bishops daughter who died lately - has 
been with us he is a young man about 20 & extremely good natured - he wished so much to call 
on you that Polly has given him letters which I also hoped to have done - you will probably have 
this before you see him as the King's ships are not so hasty in their movements - He is very 
good natured or else we wou'd have sent you him to you as I am very cautious, least in your 
business I shou'd give you trouble. - I have sent by him a small sized Palanpo for Nancy James. 
It will be large enough for their Beds & also a piece of Book muslin which is the manufacture of 
this country I cou'd wish Nancy to take six handkerchiefs & give Mother the rest for her use. - I 
sent also with the Palanpo one about two yards size for your son if please God he lives - It is as 
coarse as straw but is painted with fine Lions in the stile [sic] of the country - eyes & teeth in 
perfection - I think you will laugh when you see it - I have also sent a piece of chintz to line it 
with with pretty Lory birds all over it &c such [word crossed out] he may admire - These pieces 
of chintz are made no longer being painted on purpose for one peticoat [sic] only in each piece - 
Polly had a present of a Pair of shawl stockings for my mother to which I have added a pair of 
shawl gloves. They are sent (3) a Capt Mr: Dorrel who will most likely see Mr: Templar at the 
Cape & will there give him the parcel: if not it is directed to Mr: Templar's brother Mr: Buller in 
Serl Street from whence I dare say you will soon get it - Mr: Templar is Lieutenant on board the 
Leopard therefore when you see in the paper that that ship is arrived you may expect to see 
him. - - 

By Mr: Barrol I had no chance to send to you not much liking to trust anything with one 
so wild - he dined with us twice I dare say he will see you & tell you what passed - he behaved I 
thought more quietly than formerly; but said he was very anxious to get some appointment to 
come out again. -- 

I told you I believe I had a letter from poor Edwards, since which I hear that he died on 
his journey to Madras - Whether he was robbed or not by his servants I know not as he died at a 
great distance from hence but it appears that he was very ill provided & had scarcely 
necessaries - Mr: Ricketts has written to Mr: Ravenhill the particulars but he says he thinks he 
was ill off. they came out in the same ship & he says he had a very scanty provision - I am very 
sorry for his wife but it was a dreadful thing to send the poor man into this country. The 
surgeons at first coming out are particularly exposed to unhealthy places - I have not written to 
Lizzy Thoburn which I intended to have done tho' she does not deserve it - but I have wrote a 
long letter to G. Samuel - Polly has written to Mrs: Shepheard & I have wrote a volume to Mrs: 
Morgan. - we send by Mr: Templar a jar of Preserved Nutmegs for you & two jars of Ginger 
done at home but I am not sure you will ever (4) have them for the jars were all over set in the 
surf of the Sea & some I understand broke. - I sent with the jars some for Mr: Templar's use. two 
pots with trees for Mr: Whitley & some seeds but I find the pots were broke & I fear the trees 
destroyed & the Sea water has possibly spoilled [sic] the seeds - Mr: Templar promised me he 
wou'd try at the Cape to get some seeds & wou'd add to those I sent which were but few. - All 



these things were to go on board before Mr: Templar set out himself an hour or two - one of the 
poor Hindoo men who are the greatest Cowards in the world had a great fancy to go with [word 
crossed out] these things, not one in a thousand has ever been in a boat nor had he; but he 
longed to see a ship - he wou'd not sit in the boat but on the edge & as soon as a great breaker 
came it washed poor Vencaty out of the boat & made all this distress - the worst of the matter is 
it washed away Mr: Templar's sword which he had given him to carry, a Persian blade, part of 
his trophies from Egypt. - Mr: Templar took charge of two Crown Pidgeons [sic] for me as a 
present to Miss Carews who are his relations - you know they are Mr: John Yorke's 
grand-children. -- 

I am very sorry to hear of [word crossed out] Mrs: Tho: James' illness - I hope she will 
recover - I have heard of the death of so many I have known about that age lately that it makes 
me quite low. - I had forgot almost to tell you that Mr: Templar took a piece of Bengal worked 
Muslin which you are to give to Nancy Green for a gown with my love. - Lord Clive has sent me 
10 yards of the finest flannel from (5) his Estate near Welsh Pool - therefore I shall do very well 
without my Parcel - I hear the Skelton Castle will go to Bengal before it comes here - by that 
ship I expect my things you say the another castle but I am told it is your mistake. I hope Mr: 
Livingston will succeed in getting them on board I am much obliged to him - I am sorry to say 
poor Mr: Dove has had the Ague constantly by being in the jungles - (that is woods) - I desired 
Richard Clarke to write his father a letter by way of giving him a taste of our outlandish words we 
use here and I believe I must give you one for I find myself writing them frequently - I dare say 
they surprize [sic] you - Tope for Grove - Tank for a Pool. - a Muster - for a patern [sic] of 
anything - a cot - for a bed - a Godown for a kitchen - &c &c - The beauty of this fantasticalness 
is that the words belong to no language used here. The natives say they are English words - I 
believe they are corruptions from various languages - but they are always used - some are 
diverting as this is a dirty letter & only to be seen by you I may tell you - a chitt for a letter - & as 
the natives constantly sound ch - like sh it is a vast amusement to Mr: G. to hear the Butler - 
Maram - please to give chit - I want Mrs's: Chit - I cant have without haste Chit - Sir please to 
make chit. - Some pronounce words odly [sic] enough a bad woman they call a Beach woman 
because they wait about the Sea Beach - & this they call bich - & young they call hang - one 
hang gentleman - talking to one bich woman - (6) The Portegueze [sic] are the great writers of 
English for them & they write papers & Petitions to Mr: Gwillim & on various occasions they pick 
up all the hard words they can string together from some old Romances or novels so that the 
papers are perfectly diverting because in the midst of the grandeur some words of the very 
lowest kind. - They sent a paper the other day describing a man who had destroyed himself & 
meaning to say amaze- amazement they said they broke into his room & found him hanging to 
their very great amusement. - I sent you a curious paper copied by my man Sawmy [word 
crossed out] it is an account of two great Ladies who burned themselves with their husband last 
March. - 

This is an idle scrawl & I must send it off to Mr: Gwillim who is gone to the Fort to see if 
he can get any opportunity of sending the things on board to Capt: Mash. - My love & Duty to all 
- writing to you is the same as writing to my Mother so I will make the fewer excuses - Pray God 
bless & keep you all is the prayer of your's most affectionately 

EGwillim - 



S. Thome - Oct: 18th: 1802. - 
 
I sent two large chintz Palanpoes by Mr: Prosser whose ship the United Kingdom is now in 
Bengal one is for you & one - you will keep till I tell you. - I mentiond [sic] this in another letter. 

 
(7) [blank] 

 
(8) 
By the H.C's ship Britannia 
Mrs: James 
No. 39 Bishopsgate Street within 

London 
HGwillim  
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[From Elizabeth Gwillim, an addition to an earlier letter, n.d., perhaps 1802] 
 
(1) The eight other dancers come forward as in the figure dances on the stage - two of them of 
Masks & these two play various Buffoon tricks -- This you are to think is part of a letter but 
written so long ago there is no more to be met with however I sent it to explain Mary's drawing 
by her desire. - New Year's day is kept with the same state as xmas day the servants make their 
presents, but this is a very expensive day to the Masters for between my own servants those of 
the Court & various people it cost me about 50 Pagodas in presents - You must learn to 
understand Indian money or else I can never talk to you - 8 Doodies make 1 fenam - 12 fenams 
1 Rupee 3 ½ Rupees make one Pagoda - a Doodie is called 10 Cash but there is no such coin 
as a cash - 1 fenam is about two pence halfpenny a Rupee 2s/6 - a Pagoda sometimes 8s/. 
sometimes more or less. - 

 


